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E. W. James Store
Giviag Free Food
For Benefit Picnic
E. W. James and 5011$ Super-
market of Fulton announced this
week that they would provide all
of the food for a benefit picnic to
be held July 15th for the Twin
Cities Youth recreation program.
The benefit picnic will be held at
the Fulton city park. Tickets will
be $1 for adults and 50c for chil-
dren, and will go on sale next week.
A spirited competition to sell
tickets is expected to develop
among the local boys and girls
softball and baseball teams follow-
ing the announcement this week
that the team selling the most pic-
nic tickets will be awarded a trip
to St. Louis to see a Cardinal base-
ball game.
Circle the date, Thursday, July
15th ... and let's go to the picnic!
We Need Industrial Park
11 PL
Number 26
High Ranking Leaders Of Industry, Fulbright
Students In Latin - America Coming To Festival
GROCERY ADS
IN TODAYS PAPER:
ASO . . . pi" bribis section
BIG YALU . . Mims 10, second
seetten
E. W. JAMES & SHE. . 
. 
pages
4 and 7 seemed section 
PIGOLY-WIGGLY papas 2 and 3
second apction
TAKE A LIETTERI
The new sec:14y at the South
Fulton naptist ellkurch is Mrs.
Peggy Haney, wlei was formerly
employed by the Southern Bell
Telephone (Dampen, as an operator.
She began her new duties on June
I had almost forgotten what
bones' to goodness enjoyment it is
to be a newspaper editor. To tell
you Se truth, I'd also almost ler-
settee bow frustrating typographi-
cal errors can be, too! In the Fel-
ton liewsopper owe are a few
moille1rTers then I an tolerate,
but ite're due seam pardon film tot
become *hit kft-oet business Is Oil
The
of theRhopper failed to have
Cooke's last name (Cats) on en
second Has ind eine* the
photo clearly showed Mrs.
Hestia. behind Mien tbe off-set-
ters dide't do so well.
That old, sly tenogreiglield error
got into the eat lines Ander the
Fred Lancaster-Wax McDade *We,
too. Bet beer with us! We're get-
ting the kinks out of the operation
slowly. We have to apologise for
these =ors because the Shopper
and the News are so avidly read
these days (what with all those ad-
vertising messages) folks ought to
know that we know better. But
there's many a slip between the
type-writer and the press.
Yea indeed, Printer's ink IS be-
ginning to flow smoothly in my
veins again. Seems like the ink
coagulated sometimes around 1955
when we bought the radio station
and I went out there to manage it
around 1056. Trying to get that
operation on a paying basis was not
conducive be writing words, be-
cause mostly I was juggling fig-
ures. In 1068, just about the time
we started using black ink out
there instead of red, I got involved
In a gubernatorial campaign, build-
ing an amphitheatre, promoting an
outdoor drama and a Banana Fes-
tival, in something like that order,
with a few other outside activities
sandwiched in between.
Then came the big snow Dila peat
January. The weather outside was
frightful, but the desire to help de-
velop West Kentuck,y Was burning
Inside me, so I fan few state repre-
sentative. I can laugh about it now,
but it looked like January in May
when one applies the thermometer
to the election returns in my race.
Not a snow-storm, but not a beat
wave either. If nothing else the
campaign taught me I have this
old resilience I used to have in the
good old days. Still I'm going to
have a right high-numbered birth-
day this month.
Life begins at forty . . . well
maybe, fifty, well maybe., . who
cares? As long as there are pro-
jects to-nork on like the Banana
Festival, manicuring the lawn, tak-
ing care of zinnias and smelly
dwarf marigolds, runinne a taxi
service, playing a little of a might-9
miserable game of golf, keeping in-
terested in politics, trying to figure
out if Mary Jo and R Paul are
perpetual motion, and wondering if
Paul is going to put up with me un-
til our fiftieth anniversary, my
only concern is to stay on the win-
ning side of life with a new blood
transfusion of printer's ink every
day
Mayfield's Lancaster Wins Ken-Tenn
Golf Tourney; To Play With Nichols
Fred Lancaster, the youthful Mayfield shotmaker
who refuses to shatter under pressure, became the first
sub-par champion in the history of the Ken-Term Invita-
tional Golf Tournament as he rolled to an impressive
six-stroke victory in Sunday's final round.
Lancaster's win made him eligi-
ble to become a golfing pastner of
1964 PGA Champ Bobby Nichols,
when the famed golfer re.
here on Witgeesill in the 's
First /14, Watch to be gad
as a lietilude to the Third
bhatl Samna
Fulton ftintry Oslo Preside* Max
1840ade tired invitaties to
trilitiess m-
emo teen
Lancsster, wbo gol jump en
the record books whe'n ho carved
out a twanader-per 70 On Satur-
day, held his own feel:post of Sen.
day's 111 boles and finally sat- down
with a one-over 73 to make his
overall 143 the beat in five years
of titer meet.
The Wayfieldian wasn't given a
serious challenge. His closest rival
was fellow townsman Jim (Cueball)
Pryor who closed out at WA.
Pryor entered Sunday's final
round as the only possible threat
to the younger Lancaster. The
burly • linksman, long a dominant
figure on the area scene, matched
par through the first 18 holes of
play and went into Sunday's play
with only a twot deficit.
But that deficit swelled to five
strokes after Sunday's first nine
boles and Lancaster coasted from
there.
Dutch Cuban of Jackman, Tenn.,
pined third, one strobe behind
Pryer, and Jaeger Yenta If Ful-
ton and Jeff We and 'sett Nall
Jr. 2.91vilidt Itadlotke. at 151
Frod el Jackson inotild
with Weal pro Max Mamie ihr
the No. 7 position, a shot *bead of
Lynn Newton of Adios and Don
Morris of Henderson, 'Penn.
It was Lancaster's second ma
tournament victory. He captured
the Bolling Hills Invitational last
year in Paducah in a sudden-death
playoff with Pryor.
The new champion matched par
on the first nine-hole round Sunday
and backed it up with a one-over 37
on the final round. He beat Pryor
each time. Pryor could do no better
than 39 for the first nine and closed
out with 38 for his five-over Hi
score.
Pat Nanney of Fulton was the
Bobby Hancock Brings Honors To
Fulton High And To Himself
Robert Joseph (Robby) Hancock
has been placed on the current
Dean's List of Vanderbilt Univer-
sity and, in the process, brought
forth some fine compliments for
his alma meter. Hancock is a
graduate qf Patton High School
with the c5ss of 1981. Ile is the
son of Ms...and Mrs.. Harry Han-
cock. -
Here is what Vahderbilt Univer-
sity said about the Fulton High
School graduate and of Fulton High
School:




I am very happy to send you a
copy of our current Deane' Last,
particularly since one of your stu-
dents appears thereon. We con-
Well Deserved
Promotion Goes
To W. R. Butt
A well-deserved promotion has
come to Walter Butt, sr., a native
of Fulton and well known and
popular here.
Butt was recently elected presi-
dent of the Courier-Journal Litho-
graphing Company at Louisville.
He succeeds Robert G. Griffin, who
was named chairman of the board
and chief executive officer.
The company reported record
sales for its year ended April 30
of $4.4 million, or $500,000 more
than the previous year.
gratulate you on your fine educa-
tional standards that have so ade-
quately prepared students for hon-
ors work at Vanderbilt.
We are Impressed with your stu-
dents and look forward to many
more applications from those who
you feel are qualified. Any student
you recommend will be given per-
sonal consideration.
Please do not hesitate to contact
me directly if I may be of any help
in any way.
Sincerely yours,
Robert S. Rowe, Dean"
brat flight winner after beating
Tim Taylor of Brownsville, Tenn.,
in & playoff. Both golfers finished
the 36-hole play with 156.
Richard Maddox of Mayfield won
second flight honeys with 166, a
shot better than runner-up Milton
Combs.
Third flight laurels went to
Hebrie Hunt of Figtop with a 27-
hole total of 12e. Hd was three
shots better than Dave Homra, also
of Fulton.
(rhos sit Pees Five)
The program for the Third International Banana
Festival got in high gear Tuesday night with the an-
nouncement that six outstanding students from five
Central American countries will spend two weeks in the
twin cities this fall to participate in school programs and
to enjoy all the exciting events of the week-long Banana
Festival. Festival officials anticipate that, in all, about
thirty students, many of them from Guayaquil, "the ba-
nana capita,' of the world," and Quito, in Ecuador, will
be a part of the twin communities for a two-week
period. Arrangements for the arrival of the students,
their housing and their activities are being worked out
with the State Department in Washington and school of-
ficials in the countries involved.
The students, many of them talented artists, all of
them honor - students, will bring gifts to the Festival
from their countries to be presented to the United States
government, to be accepted by an official representative
of the White House to be announced later.
At the same time, Festival of-
ficials made it known that the
focal point of the Festival will be
an Industry Executives Luncheon
to be held on Friday, October first.
In discussing the plans of the lunch-
eon with Kentucky Commerce Com-
missioner Katherine Peden, she
said:
"Plans for itivitig h4* Tonk-
in officers of giant industries to
your Festival for a 'look-see' at the
spirit of your community is the
kind of program any department
encourages whole-heartedly. I have
found that executives who rarely
leave their cdfices are happy to
come to Kentucky when they know
that they will meet local people in
a relaxed and enthusiastic mood.
Your Festival is an outstanding
opportunity for the Department of
Commerce to assist you and I shall
devote every energy to helping
your people with the project.
"I hope to be in Ftilton soon for
an over-night stay to discuss your
plans with you. I feel that-the Ken-
tucky Chamber of Commerce may
also want to help plan the Indus,
try Executives Luncheon."
Miss Peden will be in Fulton on
Thureday, August 5, and will be an
oversight omit with friends here.
Governor Deward T. Breathitt, who
will conduct state government in
Hickman on that day, has also been
Invited to be a guest in the city to
work out plans for the entire Fes-
tdval program.
Meanwhile, Mayors Gilbert De-
Myer and Rex Ruddle informed
the Festival board Tuesday night
that their respective city adminis-
trations have set aside a financial
appropriation to help stage the Fes-
Here,
Dr. Seherago Lauds UK, Dr. aid
Fulton's Rotary Club had the
rare privilege last week to have as
Its guest speaker, Dr. Morris
Scherago, one of America's most
diating'uished authorities in the
field of microbiology. A professor
at the University of Kentucky since
1919, Dr. Scherago is heed of UK's
Department of Micro-Biology.
Coming to Fulton at the special
Invitation of Dr. Ward Bushart,
UK trustee, Dr. Scherago spoke to
the Rotarians at their weekly
luncheon on the broad new pro-
grams being initiated, the chal-
lenges faced, and the plans for ex-
pansion for the University for its
"second hundred years."
A graduate of Cornell University,
Dr. Schema° speaks enthusiastical-
ly of the progress made by the
University and the hopes and plans
it has for the future. High in his
praise of Dr. John Oswald, UK's
eminent president, Dr. Scherago
expressed his own confidence, and
the confidence of all Kentuckians
that Dr. Oswald's philisophy that
"the education of yesterday will
not suffice for the problems of to-
day and tomorrow," is the major
concern of the University of Ken-
tucky.
Dr. Scherago said that "larger
and larger enrollments are going
to complicate the already pressing
problems of class-room space,
ed Professor Comes
housing and perking. And these
day to day difficulties may have
their effect on the academic life of
the universities of the future."
The speaker echoed Dr. Oewakl's
view that the "challenge" that the
University of Kentucky must face
Is the transition for an institution
that is regional in nature to one
that is national in scope.
"The rotation (sr department
heads gives the student the full
benefit of the strength, quality and
vigor of the complete academic
program," Dr. Scherago said in an
Interview following his talk. "The
type of contribution which the
University makes to the broad
needs of the state and nation re-
flects the kind of fachity which he
possesses. Only when the develop-
ment of a superior faculty is em-
phasized through vigorous policies
of recruitment and retention, can
the University hope fol high
achievements in the decade ahead,"
he added.
Named the Distinguished Profes-
sor of the Year in 1991, Dr. Scher-
ago also received the alumni re-
search award in 1959. Speaking of
UK's Centennial celebration this
year he said: "Outstandleg iteitolars
from throughout the United States
and around the world will be
among the participants in the Uni-
versity's six major Centennial
Takes Overt
Bill Fesseft, the newly installed
president fo the Rotary Club took
over the reins of office at the meet-
ing Tuesday.
Conferences during 1965. I invite
all of you here to attend as many
of them as you can. You have much
to be proud of in your University
today, of yesterday and of to to-
morrow," he concluded.
tival Both mayors, enthusiaste
about the Festival planinng, pledg
ed the support of their administra
tions to work to make this year
event a successful undertaking.
Both are ex-officio members of the
Banana Festival board.
In addition to the Student Visita-
tion program, the Festival will be
the scene of the first International
"Banana Peel Off," a drag racing
competition; the world's first "Ba-
nana Match," with 1964 PGA Golf
Champ Bobby Nichols giving a golf
clinic and playing 18 holes of golf
with area tournament winners; a
spectacular beauty revue; an arts
and crafts exhibit; and, of course,
the mammoth parade featuring
Miss America and Latin-American
beauty queens.
Plans are in the making to erect
an exact replica of a banana
plantation village, complete with
grass roofs and banana trees.
Dr. Rafael Squuiri, head of the
department of cultural affairs of
the Pan-American Union in Wash-
ington, is working with Mrs. Sarah
Gertrude Knott, president of the
National Folk Festival Association,
to send a group of Latin-American
artists here, with the possible re-
turn engagement of the fantastical-
ly popular marimba band.
While the plans for the program
are well in the making, financing
the program is the chief concern
of Festival officials. Local business
people will be asked to assist in
this undertaking.
The beard also elected Joe San-
ders first vice-president and Tom
Wade as second vice-president.
The vacancies occurred by resigna-
tions If two board members.
Festival comments re/wanting
the value of the Student Visitation
Program planned by the Festival
are eontained in letters from the
headinasters of the schools.




tries and individimais Abet Mee• .
eat cultural backgrounds. An en
derstanding and appreciation 4
culture groups is one of the bast
objectives of a bi-national, bi-cul-
tural school. We also seek to show
that students of various national
and cultural backgrounds can
work, study and play together
peacefully."
John P. Maloney, Headmaster If
Escuela Americana, San Salvador,
El Salvador has this to say: "I feel
and so does my Board of Directors
that this project of yours in work-
ing with our young people is one
of the most promising approaches
to building better understanding
across international boundaries."
Other schools that will participate
In this program are. Colegio
Americans De Quito, QUA°. Bente
dor; The American School, Guate-
mala City, Guatemala; Cole&
Bolivar, Cali, Colombia; Escuela
International Sampedrana, San
Pedro Sula, Honduras.
The schools sending students are
part of a foreign educational as-
sistance program under the Ful-
bright-Hays Act.
BRIDGE OUT!
Duplicate bridge games at the
Fulton Country Club have been
cancelled next Monday, due to
Fourthof July holiday.
There's Nothing Like Fields Day For Having A Real Field Day
by Ruth Fields Lewis
The second annual reunion of the
Fields family was held at the
Derby Restaurant Saturday, June
26, with 84 in attendance, repre-
senting eleven states, Mississippi,
Virginia, North Carolina, Florida,
Colorado, California, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Misoouri, Tennessee and Ken-
tucky. Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry
and Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell
were hosts and chairmen of the
occasion.
A bountiful buffet lunch was ser-
ved at noon, including country
ham, barbecue and fried chicken,
which were furnished by the hosts.
The invocation was given by Char-
les Reams. A short business session
followed the lunch, presided over
by the co-chairmen, at which time
Roy Pickering was named chair-
man of the 1966 reunion, with Mrs.
Joe M. Reed and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis
as other members of the commit-
tee. The date was set for the last
Saturday in June of each year.
The site of the meeting place was
significant, for it was on this land
that Nelson Fields and family
lived, purchased in 1828 from the
Commonwealth of Kentucky for 50
cents an acre. The home site was
situated north of where the restau-
rant stands. A large pond, which
witnessed many baptizhigs, was in
the vicinity of the now Pepsi-Cola
Bottling Company. On a nearby
knoll was the family burying plot.
There are no visible signs now of
pond or cemetery. This land was
later bought by the late W. W.
Meadows. Nelson Fields and his
wife, Mary Rankin, and many of
their family are probably buried
there.
There were two lanes through
this property connecting the State
Line and Middle road; one, a very
narrow lane on the eastern boun-
dary of the A. P. Fields property
(now the Westpheling's), and the
other was approximately where
the Stephen Beale Drive is today.
The Fields and Whitesell fami-
lies were connected by Intermarri-
age. Ambrose Peter Fields, the
eldest son of Nelson Fields, first
married Lavine Whitesell and, af-
ter her death, Catherine Whitesell.
His sister, Sarah Catherine fields,
married Peter Whitesell, Jr. They
were brothers and sisters of Jesse
Whitesell, who lived about a half
mile due west of the Fields on ad-
joining farms. The Widtesells were
among the children of reter White-
sell and Elizabeth, his wife, who
settled in Weakley County near the
old town of Jacksonville. Of Ger-
man parentage, Peter Whitesell
(Weitzel) was born in 1791, the son
of John Ludwig and Maria Weitzel,
emigrating to Lincoln County, Ten-
nessee, before coming to Weakley
County. Hunter Whitesell, a grand-
son of Jesse Whitesell, and his
wife, Elizabeth Wright, live at the
old homestead, the only landmark
of the two families left.
For the most part, the families
represented at the retaken were
descendants el Nelson Fields and
(Continued on pope Oran
Mostar Whitesell, le*, takes • leek at Ilse huge gathering en Melds
Day as Mrs. J. 0. (Ruth) Lewis points to a chart of the family Awhile
Norman Terry leeks on.
Charges Of "Pay-Off" By Political Hypocrites
Irks Thousands Who Laud Combs Administration
The "pay-off" charge made by an
„indicted Nashville tax chiseler against
the good record and reputation of the
State Administration of former Gov-
ernor Bert T. Combs impresses us
with the fact that there is something
ominously curious about people and
politics. Be there a voter, with soul so
dead, who never to himself has said:
'This candidate is for me. . .this can-
didate, if elected, can help me, can
help me, can help me."
There are various and sun-
dry ways how this self-interest
can be consumated in any given
campaign, yet all with the same
goal . . . personal and private
interest. The interest may be
good government, or opposition
to a candidate and his platform
. . . . but anyway you look at it,
every vote is the individual ex-
presidon of the person casting the
ballot. That's the way it should
be... that's the way we wish it
could be always.
Various groups of mutual inter-
est join together, for many reasons,
and show a lot of strength for
favors or legislation needed. Since
all the members of a particular group
needing favors and-or legislation can-
not attend the legislative sessions,
they take the sensible approach and
form what is known as a "lobby,"
which the dictionary defines as "per-
sons, collectively, who frequent the
lobbies of the legislative house to
transact business with legislators, es-
pecially in the effort to influence pro-
ceedings by personal agency."
It should come as a surprise
to no one that, with all levels of
state and national government
becoming so complex and so
fraught with laws and restric-
tions, all kinds of extremely nice
people have rwresentatives, or
lobbyists. In attendance at legis-
lative conclaves in every date in
the union and in Washington.
The butcher, the baker, the can-
dlestick-maker has somebody around
the legislative halls looking after his
interests.
Doctors, lawyers, teachers,
preachers, beauty operators, pension-
ers, waitresses, cafe-owners, pipe-fit-
ters, and laborers have people delving
into every phase of proceedings that
might affect them indivdually, for
better or for worse.
Trucking, railroading, contract-
ing, retailing, wholesaling, farming,
manufacturing interests all have
"legislative representatives," or
"lobbyists" influencing legislation
that would tend to benefit their par-
ticular industries.
It would be the ultimate in
stupidity for Mr. Average Voter
to pretend to be ignorant of the
fad that the election of a candi-
date who can help him can be
greatly enhanced by giving some
financial assistance to the candi-
date's campaign. With the high
cost of the communications
media (television., radio, news-
paper, billboards, etc.) personal
financing of even the lowliest
type of campaign is becoming
almost impossible, perhaps ex-
cept to the independently
wealthy. That's why so many
millionaires (Kennedy, Rockefel-
ler, Symington, Harriman. Room-
veils) are in the campaign area
these days.
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Republicans accept campaign
contributions. Democrats accept cim-
paign contributions. Magistrates ac-
cept campaign contributions, so do
lieutenant-governors, governors, sen-
ators and presidents. It's the pattern
of American politics and, until some-
thing better comes along, we think
it's going to continue that way.
A lot of nice people make a
lot of nice contributions to a lot
of nice candidates: there's noth-
ing wrong with the custom unless
the intent of the donor is wrong
and when that happens the donor
with malice aforethought calls
its "pay-off."
It is not likely that E. H. "Eph"
Hoover, a Nashville trucker, in trou-
ble with the federal government for
chiseling on his income taxes, would
consider financial assistance to a can-
didate's campaign as a "simple contri-
bution." Apparently accustomed to
many shady, under-the-table, dis-
reputable deals in his private busi-
ness transactions, Hoover is certainly
not the kind of a man who could be
concerned either with the harm his
allegations could bring to the good
reputation of former Governor Bert
T. Combs or to the reputation of
distinguished Frankfort attorney,
Louis Cox.
Lying is a by-product of
chiseling and, from newspaper
accounts, it appears that Hoover
is a past master of boll. arts. We
share the view of some high-rank-
ing members of the trucking in-
dustry in resenting the sordid
connotation of "pay-off" in mak-
ing a contribution to a candi-
date's campaign. for obviously
there have been some several
contributions made in the past
and will be made in the future.
We are lucky that there are not
too many nefarious creatures like the
Eph Hoovers stalking the hallways of
our legislative sessions, for if there
were, we would have a justifiable
right to lose faith in the whole pro-
cess of law-making and law-makers.
The increase in truck load
limits, recommended by the Uni-
ted States Deportment of Com-
merce to bring Kentucky's truck
laws in conformity with other
truck laws in the Nation, was
certainly in keeping with the
many other bold new programs
In mental health. education, tour-
ist promotion, roads, and indus-
try put into motion during the
Combs Administration.
Any politician, be he dissid-
ent Democrat or pious Republi-
can, would be a consumate hy-
pocrite to pretend that many in-
terested groups did not make
contributions to particular candi-
dates to bring about these good
and progressive steps.
And yet there comes along a
chiseling, unsavory character Ike
Eph Hoover, aided and abetted
by devious, insidious political
cohorts who cries "pay-off' when
the noose tightens around his
thwarted, low-level high jinks.
From his record it appears that
Eph Hoover has "bought off" many
men in his life-time, but there are
thousands upon thousands of grateful
Kentuckians who will stake their
lives on the fact that Bert T. Combs
is not one of them. Moreover, the re-
cord will prove that Combs had no
part in the Hoover, or any other al-
leged "pay-off."
Only the good Lord can keep the
alleged Hoover incident from becom-
ing a campaign issue in 1967. Whether
it's Bert Combs, Henry Ward, or any-
body else the Breathitt administration
chooses to support for governor in
1967, the Opposition faction will hurl
"pay-off" charges to the Breathitt-
supported candidate.
And shouldn't that bee right
Interesting event to anticipate?
"Drive mildly! Come bees safe!"
Frankfort—
If you need one, and can't get
one, build it yourself—I mean an in-
dustry to pump new life into the
economy of the city, county or area
of Kentucky in which you live.
That is what a group of public-
spirited business and community
leaders are attempting to do in the
Johnson County area with a corpor-
ation they have formed to develop
a timber industry that will utilize
the state's abundant forest resour-
ces.
The corporation is Kenwood Pro-
ducts, Inc., Paintaville, Ky. Its or-
ganizers refer to it as a $11 million
venture. Its objective, they say, is
to improve the economic health of
Eastern Kentucky aae. to provide
more job oppatillVen for those in
need. IP'14 A
Kenwood had its beginning in the
Kentucky Forestry and Timber In-
dustry Task Force established in
1961 during the administration of
former Governor Bert T. Combs, to
devise a forestry and timber in-
dustry program which could be put
into effect immediately.
For various reasons the program
was not put into effect immediate-
ly, but now, four years later, a pro-
ject that had its inception in the
analysis made by the task force
has been re-activated by the de-
sire of a group of Kentuckians to
help themselves and their com-
munities.
Activities of the new corporation
which seemingly sets an example
for other economically hard-press-
ed communities, will range over a
32-county area in Eastern Ken-
tucky.
The plan of operation extends
from the ownership and control of
a minimum of 26,000 acres of forest
land, through the processing of
carefully selected products, to the
operation of a complete sales or-
ganization.
Included in the venture would be
several independently-owned wood
processing plants, identified as




By Ger. Edward T. Breathitt
upholstered chair frames, pallets,
mulch and other products.
Kenwood's prospectus says the
complex will provide employment
for 400 persons at all levels. It
estimates that the number of jobs
indirectly created in servicing the
needs of the complex will call for
160 to 180 men.
Kenwood, which is headed by
George E. Branham, Paintsville
business man, has already received
its charter and raised some $100,-
000 to finance organization. An ex-
perienced general w nager was
hired — Robert H. Sk.gt who had
spent the last several years as an
industrial engineer with the Boeing
Company in California.
Part of the capital for the Ken-
wood operation is due to come from
the sale at $1,750,000 worth of
stock at $2.50 a share. The rest, ac-
cording to plan, will come from
borrowings from conventional
sources. I understand stock sales
presently are restricted to Ken-
tucky residents.
With construction scheduled to
start the first week in August, Ken-
wood will build its plant in three
phases on a 190-acre industrial site
near Paintsville.
First phase will emialat of ad-
ministration building, roadways, a
water system, and the log collec-
tion yard. Phase two will include
the sawmill, dry kilns and the
woodworking areas. Each of these
phases will take four months to
complete. Phase three, a particle-
board plant, will take eight months
more. Production is scheduled to
start eight months after breaking
ground for phase one.
Mr. Sloat says that Kenwood will
be a first for Kentucky in that
never before have all phases of the
lumber industry been brought to-
gether on on plant site.
It's my belief that Kenwood may
not only provide a pattern for pro-
fitable utilization of the state's
hardwood resources, but also may
show the way for development of
other build-your-own industries in




"THERE ARE TWO OF US"
Several years ago a man whose
actual name was William Shake-
speare was interviewed by some
radio announcer. Probably coached
a bit before the program began,
Mr. Shakespeare said in answer to
the announcer's question as to his
relationship with the "other one":
"Was there another one?" In this
field of chronicling folkways there
is and has long been another one,
one far better known than this one,
if by "this one" you mean me. The
"other one" is Professor John W.
Allen, emeritus professor 'If South-
ern lllinpis University, at Carbon-
dale, a veritable encyclopedia of
local history and folklore and hu-
mor of southern Illinois, "Egypt."
If you like that term better for the
name of the area.
By a strange coincidence, he was
born on October 14, just exactly
one year before I appeared, some
eighty miles to the south of his
southern Illinois home. His career
has been varied and fascinating,
from a one-roomed school as his
first alma meter, then as a teach-
er of a similar school, as a princi-
pal of a two-room school, as a
principal of a larger school, as a
city superintendent, as a Marine
who got a close-up view of World
War I notables, lista scholar in
history, as a leader in just about
every type of scholarly and patri-
otic organization in his native state,
and as a tireless writer of articles
for newspapers, articles that show
the folkish backgrounds of that
whole interesting area of southern
Illinois that has been home to him,
no matter where he roamed.
In the winter of 1964-65 a friend
of mine who knows Professor Allen
sent me his book LEGENDS AND
LORE OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS,
a publication of the Area Services
Division of Southern Monis Uni-
versity. More than any other reg-
ional book that I have read in my
years-long interest in folklore this
one records folkways that are al-
most identical with those of my own
Fidelity. I am personally acquaint-
ed with Professor Allen, and we
have exchanged comments on our
various pawing institutions.
The sialle section of the
seeseiset vests deals with folk-
lore. Jot about every type of
euperetidos at we knew in west-
ern Kentucky was just as vigorous
not too far away to the north of us,
for similar people had settled both
places. The customs that were once
almost universal have declined, at
Carbondale and at Fidelity, and
only someone with a liking for this
type of research seems to be trying
to put down on paper some of the
ways we used to have before all
traces are gone. Professor Allen's
remedies are so much like mine at
Fidelity and at Mammoth Cave
that I believe we could exchange
our bottles and dried roots and
leaves and syrups and cordials and
never miss a dose.
As in nearly all areas, there have
occurred many changes in farming,
in business, in daily living. His
area once was a great cotton-rais-
ing section, especially in the years
when cotton was tied up in the
Civil War further down south. And
tobacco was once a big crop in
Egypt, too. Both of these crops
have now run their course, so far
as the present is concerned. Scat-
tered all over the area are remains
of once-prosperous businesses that
remind me of Mares Peter's to-
bacco beery, away out in the
country tress nisei the railroad
later came. AM bust.
news ahem the rivers are often
now only aestalide memories.
In some of Per Kentucky counties
that face Egypt across the Ohio
River Row* are very similar re-
nds/ere lb:~ grandeur, now
gespidag over with vegetation or
bypassed by more modern roads
than were the muddy-dusty trails
that once connected thriving vil-
lages or boat-landings or small
factories with the rest of the world.
Through the whole book there
runs a thread of understanding of
folk psychology. The author never
looks down his nose at any custom
that had a respectable following-
people may have had different en-
thusiasms in other times, but they
were remarkably like us, emir
descendants.
And there is no effort to glorify
the Good Old Days merely because
they are gone or to belittle them
because automobiles and airplanes
have taken the places of oxcarts



















Yes, dial direct and get the
fastest service at the low station-






























































































I have just read The Fulton News
and I want to commend and praise
you for writing such a fine tribute
to Smith Atkins who richly deserv-
ed it. In all I lived about nine years
In Fulton and you have written
many fine things about men and
women who have passed on whom
I have known so well and many
were good friends of mine and I
have cut out these writings of yours
and put them in my "scrap book"
and now and then I re-read them
as I am a bit sentimental and I do
think that folks who do so much
for their community and their fel-
low-man are entitled to those
things and their friends and fami-
lies and succeeding generations
will appreciate what was said by
the Editor of the Home town Paper.
Smith was my good friend and
we would exchange our Bank state-
inents from time to time and add
a few words and would see him
now and then and also at the Bank-
ers Conventions. I have told many
people about him and bow much
energy he possessed and always
anxious to be doing something. He
was very much a success.
You wrote a fine article about
Bob White whom I admired a great
deal and of course I saved it. I
addressed an envelope to his wife
but failed to write her and got to
thinking that perhaps she had for-
gotten me. Both of these men were
self-made men and deserved tne
good things you said about them.
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Thursday, Friday, July 1-2
Double Feature
Starts at 8:15
Gerry and the Pacemakers
PERRY CROSS THE MERSEY
And at 9:38
Fabian - Shelley Faber's




Birk Douglas - James Mason
SIPS LEAGUES under the SIIA
And at 10:34











Troy Donahue - Sandra Dee
A SUMMER PLACE
. Miss Speight
Engagement Of Miss Speight Is
Of Widespread Social Interest
Miss Turner, Mr. Preuli Pledge
Vows In Lovely Church Ceremony
The marriage of Miss Betty Joyce Turner and Tom-
my Pruett was solemnized in the First Methodist Church
in Fulton on Saturday evening, June 19, with Rev-. W. T.
Barnes, pastor of the church, performing the double ring
ceremony.
Miss Turner is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Turner of
Fulton and Mr. Pruett is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Pruett of
South Fulton.
The altar was decorated with ar-
rangements of white gladioli and
mums. Gleaming white tapers in
branched candelebra starred the
woodwardia and smilax that bank-
• ed the background. The pews were
mafked with white satin bows.
Preceding lilt reniony • pro-
gram of nupti c Vas present-
ed by Miss Jane and vocal
numbers by Misi Treva Lou Hedge
and Mrs. Nelson Tripp.
The bride, who was given in mar-
riage by her father, wore a formal
bridal gown of white organza, with
fitted bodice. which featured a
scoop nealine gculpured in Chan-
tilly lace embroidered motifs, tiny
buttons to below the waistline in the
back, and long tapered sleeves.
The voluminous skirt flowed grace-
fully into a chapel length train, in-
terspersed with Chantilly lace
motifs. Her veil of silk illusion was
shoulder length and was attached
to a crown fashioned of seed pearls
and sequins, and she carried a bou-
Of interest in Fulton, Western Kentucky and West-
ern Tennessee is the announcement of the engagement
of Miss Frances Ophelia Speight, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Speight of Fulton, Kentucky, to Donald Lock-
hart of Mayfield, Kentucky, son of Mi. and Mrs. Charlie
Wheeler.
Miss Speight's maternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Cleveland Cook of Fulton, Kentucky. Her
paternal grandparents arethe late Mr. and Mrs. William
Edward Speight of Fulton, Kentucky.
Mr. Lodthart's maternal grand-
parents are Mrs. Richard Roscoe
Stubblefield, Sr., and the late Mr.
Stubblefield. His paternal grand-
parents are Mrs. Floyd Madison
Lockhart and the late Mr. Lock-
hart.
Miss Speight was graduated from
the University of Kentucky in the
class of nineteen hundred and sixty-
The News takes pela sure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
July 2: Charles Andrews, Brenda
Archer, J. B. Barclay, Gladys
Evans, Paul Nanny, Mrs. Elson
McGuire; July 3: Hugh Rushton;
July 4: Rickie Arnold, Boy Boyd,
Judy Bennett, Mrs. Elwood Doss,
Brenda McMillian;
July 5: John Robert Burrow;
July 6: Terry Barnes, Bea Bennett,
Debbie Butts, James Counce,
Pamela Jane Henderson, Harry
MclCinnie, Annie Rogers, William
Taylor; July 8: John Hawks; Re-
becca McKnight, Sandra Polsgrove.
five, with a major in Elementary
Education. During her college years
she was president of Kappa Delta
social sorority and was co-chair-
man of Little Kentucky Derby. Her
honoraries included Cwens, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Links and Mortar
Board.
Mr. Lockhart was graduated
from Murray State College in
nineteen hundged and sixty-two,
with an area in Industrial Arts. He
was vice president of Alpha Tau
Omega Social fraternity and was
also secretary of Epsilon Pi 741.
Industrial Arts Honorary. He will
be a candidate for a Master's de-
gree in Guidance Counseling at
Murray State in August.
Miss Speight will begin teaching
at Okalona Elementary School in
Louisville, Kentucky this fall.
Mr. Lockhart has completed
three years as a teacher at South-
ern }Ugh School in Louisville, Ken-
tucky.
The wedding will be solemnized
on the afternoon of August the
fourteenth„ nineteen hundred and
sixty-five at four o'clock in the






PRESENT THE COUPON BELOW WITH ANY $3.00




SKY CHIEF and FIRE CHIEF GASOLINE
HAVOLINE and TEXACO MOTOR OIL
MARFAK LUBRICATION - WASHING
Present This Coupon For
100 EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
With $3.00 Or More Purchase
quet of cymbidiurn orchids with
sprays of green velvet ivy.
Miss Judy Clayton served as
maid of honor and Misses Laura
Lee Pierce and Mae Mann as bride-
maids. All wore identical street-
length dresses of pink brocade
taffeta with matching pill boxes, to
which were attached circular nose
veils. They carried cascade bou-
quets of white carnations with the
leaves outlined with seed pearls.
Ed Pruett served his brother as
best man. Ushers were Kenneth
Turner, Jr., brother of the bride
and Tommy Kimbro.
Serving at the reception, which
followed the ceremony, were Mrs.
Leon Fields, MTS. Guy Fry, Mrs.
Mike Williams, Mrs. Johnny Green
and Miss Jane Edwards. Mrs.
Kenneth Turner, Jr., was in charge
of the guest register.
After the reception, Mr. and Mrs.
Pruett left for a wedding trip to
Cumberland Falls. On their return,
they will make their home in Ful-
ton. The groom is employed at
Siegel Company in South Fulton
and the bride is a ritudent at An-
derson's Beauty School in Union
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Pruett
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Miss Phyllis Ann Bard
Friends Invited To Bard-Elliott
Nuptials On Sunday, July Fourth
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bard of Route 1, Water
Valley, Kentucky, are announcing the engagement
of their daughter, Phyllis Ann, to Calvin Elliott, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Elliott of Route 2, Fulton,
Kentucky.
Miss Bard is a junior at Hickman County High
School. Mr. Elliott is a student at Baptist Bible
_Institute in Mayfield and is employed this summer
at Siegel, Inc., in South Fulton, Tennessee.
The wedding vows will be exchanged in the
Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian Church at 2:30
o'clockin the afternoon on July 4, with Rev. Frank
Blain performing the ceremony.
No formal invitations are being sent, but all
friends and relatives are invited to attend.
"NOTICE—MEMBERS OF WESTERN DARK
FIRED TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
Tel, annual meeting of members will be held at the mak. of-
Ace of 1he Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association,
Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday, July 14, 1965, at 11 Welsch
for the purpose of hearing the President's report and a general
discussion of iho cooperative's affairs.
Mary W. Allbritton. Secretary."
It's easy to attach...
just peel off paper
backing and press
to back of phone.
FREE COME BY
TAYLOR CHEVROLET-BUICK
AND PICK UP ONE
Fulton, Kentucky
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COME AGAIN!
Mr. and Mrs. Paul White and
children, Douglas, Ronnie, Jimmy
and Johnny, of Denver, Colo., Mrs.
Pauline F. White of Nashville,
Tenn., and Edwin C. White and
children, Marian Dee and Edwin,
Jr., of Winston-Salem, N. C. have
returned to their homes aft!er at-
tending the Fields reunion and a
few days' visit with Mrs. Smith
Atkins and Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
Lewis.
GET WELL SOON!
Good wishes are extended to Mrs
Martin C. Nall for a speed:), re
covery. Mrs. Nall was injured in
fall at her home on Third Stree
Monday. She suffered a fracture
leg, shoulder and arm and wa
taken to Fulton Hospital, wher
she is a patient.
Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months
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• Large Display •
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408 Eddings St. Fulton, Ky.
Our New Number Is 472-2332
An -easy way to remember it: Just remember
"23" and then "23" in reverse. . . or repeated back-
wards: 23-32.
Parking area behind Funeral home, Drive in the driveway
ATICIIIS, REAMS and TAYLOR
Discover how
a bourbon can be
90 Proof - $4.85 4/50±. $1.55 1/2 Pt.
Itt,oUCKY STIenN1 1011111111. N S IN INN 1.111111-
„ONO. YELIAIITION MILLEN Cl., tlIiSUf, 0111ticKY
Get the highest rate en your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loin Asso-
ciation at 124 East Center Street ist Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to 516,41111
by the Federal Savings Lean Insurance
Corporation - an agency of the Federal








SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE 1st
LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for ad-
ditional information
and financial state-
ment, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.
Mr. James N. [Weird, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
124 Oast Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your animal report and Information to
Nam* 
Address 
City  State 
HOSPITAL NEWS
. The following were patients
- Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,





.i Rufus Waters, Mrs. Gervis Holly,
Mrs. Terry Pulley, Mrs. Guthrie
Luther, Mrs. Alton Roberson, Wil-
lis Chandler, Miss Mae Carter, lit-
tle Jean Marie Douglas, Neal
Jones, Robert Hurley, Mrs. Harold
Pewitt, Roy Tucker, Fulton; Mrs.
Delbert Mulcahy, Mrs. Milton
I Counce, Mary Kate Pewitt, DickeyThomas, Mrs. Ralph Work, Paul
1
 Harris, Mrs. Cora Anderson, South
Fulton; Mrs. Nettie Davis, Mrs.
Loyd Henderson, Mrs. Roy Hutch-
! erson, Mrs. Everett Dockery,
I Crutchfield; Velva Hawks, Mary
Condor, Calvin Thomas, Dukedom;
I Mrs. Joe Garrison, Hickman; Mrs.Richard Conn, Water Valley; Roy
1 L. Stephens, Wingo; Mrs. Mary
I Stephenson, Union City; C. M. Pat-
terson, Paducah.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Maggie Rawls, Mrs. Karl
Kimberlin, Mrs. Don Hastings,
Frank Goesum, Mrs. W. M. Kelly,
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Mrs. H. E.
Shupe, Mrs. Warren Bard, Fulton;
Linda Robertson, Dukedom; Irvin
Shanklin, Route 4, Dresden.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Martin Nall, Mrs. L. 0. Car-
ter, Mrs. Vernon McAlister, BM
Yates, A. E. Nanney, Mrs. Dan
Taylor, Fulton; Wesley Richard-
son, Mrs. Calvin Evans, Rainey
Corvitt, Mrs. Larry Carter, South
Fulton; Mrs. J. J. Veatch, Miss
Elsie Guyn, Mrs. Jamie McDaniels
and son, None Moore, Route
Fulton; Carolyn Brown, Route 3,
Fulton; Jeff Gritsom, Route 5,
Fulton; Mrs. James 0. Brown, Ful-
ton Route; Jeff Nichols, Arthur
Bugg, Route 2, Clinton; Mrs. Ger-
ald Cooley and son, Jim Laffoon,
Water Valley; Clarence Bellew,
Mrs. Ira Cotham, Crubeidieki;
James Babbitt, Mrs. J. W. Ward,
Hickman; Mrs. Katie Henry, Col-
unsbus; Casey Archie, Margaret
Jackson, Route 1, Wingo.
1,
GO TO CHUNC2 SUNDAE'
iiimmion,
CLASSIFIED ADS
TV ANTENNAS: We beta -
Trade-repair and move. 'Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307, Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor seadlea ma-
chine and electric Boer psalms
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.- -
FOR SALE - My farm, 33.4 acres
located on Middle Road, midway
between Fulton and Hickman. See
W. B. Rice or phone Union City
8113-5096.






Phone 103 Fulton, Ky.
DEWEY JOHNSON





Fulton, Ky. Phone 401
'Complete line of Hall-
mark cards, tallies and
playing cards
































By Mrs. Hhllman Weeihreek
 411111111111•V 
Here's a repeat announcement
of the revival at Pleasant View
Baptist Church, to begin Sunday,
July 4. Rev. Bill Delaney, of Mar-
tin, will be the visiting preacher,
assisting the pastor, Rev. Bobby
Pruitt. Services are each night at
7:45, through the following Sunday
and probably through Wednesday.
The church extends a cordial in-
vitation to all to attend.
On last Sunday afternoon mem-
bers of Pleasant View, Dukedom
Methodist, Knob Creek Church of
Christ and Good Springs met in
Welch school building for a ser-
vice. Rev. Bobby Pruitt conducted
a very worth-while meeting. This is
an interdenominational effort to
strengthen Christian witness in our
community. Plans were made to
continue this and on next Sunday
afternoon at 2:39 Bro. Gene Wat-
son, of tynnore, will be the
leader, with' ner,vice being spon-
sored by Creek. The public
DEATHS
Rev. Gerald Green
Funeral services for Rev. Ger-
ald David Green, pastor of the
First Baptist Church in Hickman,
were held Sunday, June 27, in the
First Baptist Church with burial
In City Cemetery. Barrett Funeral
Home was in charge.
Rev. Green, who was 36, died at
his home on June 24, following a
long illness. He had been preaching
16 years, the last four in Hickman.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Win-
nie Green; a daughter, Rebecca
Green; a son, David Ira Green;
his mother, Mrs. Emma Clark
Green of St. Louis; two brothers,
Donald Green and Neil Green, both
of St. Louis, and a sister, Mrs. Zoe
Adams of St. Louis. -
Mrs. Ionia Campbell
Miss Robed* Campbell died on
June 22 in Cmilirldiln SPriaga,
Funeral Nereid* were held on June
36 at Little Bethel Baptist Church,
with Rev. H. M. Suthard officiat-
ing. Burial was in the church ceme-
tery, in charge of Hopkins &
Brown Funeral Home.
Miss Campbell, who was from
Graves County, was ea.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
Katherine Hamra, of Pennsylvania
and a brotkelaChnatiar Campbell,
of Water VONT
Mrs. Geneva Waller
Mrs. Geneva Waller died in a
Detroit Hospital on June 24, fol-
lowing a long illness. She was a
native of Fulgham, but had lived
in Detroit for many years.
Funeral services were held last
Saturday in Warren, Mica., and
the bodY then was brought to Clin-
ton by Hopkins & Brown, with per-
ices Monday in Salem Church,
Hickman County. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Surviving are her mother, Mrs.
Fred Hopkins of Fulton; three sis-
ters, Mn. Glenn Puckett of South
Fulton, Mrs. Marjory Waller of
Fulton and Mrs. Thomas Pruitt of
Mayfield; also, a son and daughter.
George W. Webb
Funeral services for George W.
Webb were held in Jackson's Fun-
eral Home in Dukedom on June
28, with Rev. Riley Lawrence, pas-
tor of the Church of the Nazarene
In Fulton, officiating. Burial was
n Pinegar Cemetery.
Mr. Webb, who was 70, a former
Dukedom resident, later a truck
river in Gary, Indiana, died June
26 in Western State Hospital at
opkinsville, following a long M-
ess.
Surviving are four sons, Jesse
of Kenilworth, N. J., John of Eliza-
beth, N. J., J. H. of Derona, N. J.
and Chester of Fulton; two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Daniel Hanlon of Vero-
a, N. J. and Mrs. Charles Cowart
of Gary, Ind., and nine grand-
children.
Mrs. C. J. Bowers
Mrs. Mary Louise Bowers died
ast Monday in Haws Memorial
ursing Home, following an ex-
ended illness.
Mrs. Bowers was the widow of
. J. Bowers, who died in 1959.
Che was 90, a long-time resident of
ton, and a member of the First
ethodist Church,
Funeral services were held yes-
rday (Wednesday) in Hornbealt
uneral Home, with Rev. W. T.
ernes officiating. Burial was in
alestine Cemetery. Her grandsons
erved as pallbearers.
Surviving are three sons, Joe,
harles and John, All of Fulton;
ree daughters, Mrs. liMman Col-
er and Mrs. John Daniel of Fut-
n and Mrs. James McDade of
rand Prairie, Texas; two step-
aughters, Mrs. Carrie Crowe of
irmingham, Ala., and Mrs. Odie
igh of Rives, Tenn., eleven
andchildren and twelve great
andchildren.
is invited to attend.
Mrs. Agnes Wilkerson returned
home on Thursday, after having
ear surgery in Memphis last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornell McCall
were here from Detroit, visiting
relatives and friends last week. '
Mrs. Otis Haley was dismissed
from Fulton Hospital on Saturday
and is still not feeling too well at
her home.
Mrs. Lester Cole, mother of Mrs.
Loyd Watkins, is seriously ill in
the Henry County Hospital at Paris.
Charles, a son who lives in Wash-
ington state, has been called home




(FULTON, MAYFIELD, PADUCAH, MURRAY)
BIG JULY WAREHOUSE
CLOTHING SALE




REGULAR $65.00 and $711.N
SALE PRICE
$32.50 and $35.00
REGULARS - LONG - SHORTS - STOUTS
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1. Tim* Between 6:30 PM til 11:30 PM Mon
day night
2. You mud bowl the exact score to win a
prise





1. Happy Day Cleaners  200 160
$3.00 worth of Dry Cleaning
2. Martin Oil Co.   212 172
5 gallons of gas
3. Taylor Chevrolet & Buick  184 144
One Lubrication
4. Betty and Ed's Cafe  197 157
5. Pure Milk Co. 
4  183 143
1 gallon ice cream
Pure Milk Co. 177 137
1 gallon ice cream





  160 120
case of Pepsi
---------------165 125




1 case of Pepsi
8. Puckett Barber Shop 180 140
1 hair cut
Puckett Barber Shop __ _   150 110
1 hair cut
9. Jet Lanes  220 180
20 Free Games or over or over







Fred Lancaster cantor, is mighty
proud of Oho hug* trophy he won at
lb. Mullion Country ChM Sunday
whom ho won this fifth annual Km-
Tenn tournament. Promnting the
trophy is Max McDade, dub grad-
dant. Others in the photo who wars
in charge of the tournament's ar-
rangements are Bill Faison, Dr.
Bob Peterson, Lancaster, McDade
and Charlie Thomas.
Story on Page Ono
Little Eddie Brown was taken to
the hospital Friday night, suffering
with a respiratory trouble, neces-
sitating the use of carygen. He was
able to come home Sunday.
S. P. 11001E Si CO.
SOT Onsmesvial naafi SI
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SAVE $675.00 if you act now!
NEW 1-111 46-T
HAY BALER

























ur Telephene Order Department
DIAL 472-3941
KEEP THIS CARRY-OUT MENU in your kitchen or near your
phone. Pick up a phone - call from home - Pick 'ern up Hot














































Chuckburger  .60 x pa it
.60 -07. tsi i 
:ourself" 
"An fa--
Fil:oitedDoSghrimp _ $1...31 7,..ig_i?tv-Pacir
Fried Chicken -... Fizins.„





Charges Of "Pay-Off" By Political Hypocrites
Irks Thousands Who Laud Combs Administration
The "pay-off' charge made by an
indicted Nashville tax chiseler against
the good record and reputation of the
State Administration of former Gov-
ernor Bert T. Combs impresses us
with the fact that there is something
ominously curious about people and
politics. Be there a voter, with soul so
dead, who never to himself has said:
'This candidate is for me. . . this can-
didate, if elected, can help me, can
help me, can help me."
There are various and sun-
dry ways how this self-interest
can be consumated in any given
campaign. yet all with the sante
goal . . . personal and private
Interest. The interest may be
good government, or opposition
to a candidate and his platform
. . but anyway you look at it,
every vote is the individual ex-
pression of the person casting the
ballot. That's the way it should
be .. . that's the way we wish it
could be always.
Various groups of mutual inter-
est join together, for many reasons,
and show a lot of strength for
favors or legislation needed. Since
all the members of a particular group
needing favors and-or legislation can-
not attend the legislative sessions,
they take the sensible approach and
form what is known as a "lobby,"
which the dictionary defines as "per--
sons, collectively, who frequent the
lobbies of the legislative house to
transact business with legislators, es-
pecially in the effort to influence pro-
ceedings by personal agency."
It should come Si a su.rprise
to no one that, with all levels of
state and national government
becoming so complex and so
fraught with laws and restric-
tions, all kinds of extremely nice
people have representatives, or
lobbyists. in attendance at legis-
lative conclaves in every date in
the union and in Washington.
The butcher, the baker, the can-
dlestick-maker has somebody around
the legislative halls looking after his
interests.
Doctors, lawyers, teachers,
preachers, l?eauty operators, pension-
ers, waitresses, cafe-owners, pipe-fit-
ters, and laborers have people delving
into every phase of proceedings that
might affect them indivdually, for
better or for worse.
Trucking, railroading, contract-
ing, retailing, wholesaling, farming,
manufacturing interests all have
"legislative representatives," or
"lobbyists" influencing legislation
that would tend to benefit their par-
ticular industries.
It would be the ultimate in
stupidity for Mr. Average Voter
to pretend to be ignorant of the
fact that the election of a candi-
date who can help him can be
greatly enhanced by giving some
financial assistance to the candi-
date's campaign. With the high
cost of the communications
media (television, radio, news-
paper, billboards, etc.) personal
financing of even the lowliest
type of campaign is becoming
ahnost impossible, perhaps ex-
cept to the independently
wealthy. That's why so many
millionaires (Kennedy, Rockefel-
ler, Symington, Harriman, Roose-
velt') are in the campaign area
these days.
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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Second • class pestege paid at SOP Commercial
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Republicans accept campaign
contributions. Democrats accept cam-
paign contributions. Magistrates ac-
cept campaign contributions, so do
lieutenant-governors, governors, sen-
ators and presidents. It's the pattern
of American politics and, until some-
thing better comes along, we think
it's going to continue that way.
A lot of nice people make a
lot of nice contributions to a lot
of nice candidates: there's noth-
ing wrong with the custom unless
the intent of the donor is wrong
and when that happens the donor
with malice aforethought calls
it a "pay-off."
It is not likely that E. H. "Eph"
Hoover, a Nashville trucker, in trou-
ble with the federal government for
chiseling on his income taxes, would
consider financial assistance to a can-
didate's campaign as a "simple contri-
bution." Apparently accustomed to
many shady, under-the-table, dis-
reputable deals in his private busi-
ness transactions, Hoover is certainly
not the kind of a man who could be
concerned either with the harm his
allegations could bring to the good
reputation of former Governor Bert
T. Combs or to the reputation of
distinguished Frankfort attorney,
Louis Cox.
Lying is a by-product of
chiseling and, from newspaper
accounts, it appears that Hoover
is a past master of both arts. We
share the view of some high-rank-
ing members of the trucking in-
dustry in resenting the sordid
connotation of "pay-off" in mak-
ing a contribution to a candi-
date's campaign, for obviously
there have been some several
contributions made in the past
and will be made In the future.
We are lucky that there are not
too many nefarious creatures like the
Eph Hoovers stalking the hallways of
our legislative sessions, for if there
were, we would- have a justifiable
right to lose faith in the whole pro-
cess of law-making and law-makers.
The increase in truck load
limits, recommended by the Uni-
ted States Department of Com-
merce to bring Kentucky's truck
laws in conformity with other
truck laws in the Nation, was
certainly in keeping with the
many other bold new programs
In mental health, education, tour-
ist promotion, roads, and indus-
try put into motion during the
Combs Administration.
Any politician, be he dissid-
ent Democrat or pious Republi-
can, would be a consu mate hy-
pocrite to pretend that many in-
terested groups did not make
contributions to particular candi-
dates to bring about these good
and progressive steps.
And yet there comes along a
chiseling, unsavory character Ike
Eph Hoover, aided and abetted
by devious, insidious political
cohorts who cries "pay-off" when
the noose tightens around his
thwarted, low-level high links.
From his record it appears that
Eph Hoover has "bought off' many
men in his life-time, but there are
thousands upon thousands of grateful
Kentuckians who will stake their
lives on the fact that Bert T. Combs
is not one of them. Moreover, the re-
cord will prove that Combs had no
part in the Hoover, or any other al-
leged "pay-off."
Only the good Lord can keep the
alleged Hoover incident from becom-
ing a campaign issue in 1967. Whether
it's Bert Combs, Henry Ward, or any-
body else the Breathitt administration
chooses to support for governor in
1967, the opposition faction will hurl
"pay-off" charges to the Breathitt-
supported candidate.
And shouldn't that be &Tight
Interesting event to anticipate?
"Drive earthily! ease heue safe!"
Frankfort—
If you need one, and can't get
one, build it yourself—I mean an in-
dustry to pump new life into the
economy of the city, county or area
of Kentucky in which you live.
That is what a group of public-
spirited business and community
leaders are attempting to do in the
Johnson County area with a corpor-
ation they have formed to develop
a timber industry that will utilize
the state's alxinclatt forest resour-
ces.
The corporation is Kenwood Pro-
ducts, Inc. Paintsville, Ky. Its or-
ganizers refer to it as a $6 million
venture. Its objective, they say, is
to improve the economic health of
Eastern Kentucky and to provide
more job opportud4ies for those in
Kenwood had its beginning in the
Kentucky Forestry and Timber In-
dustry Task Force established in
1961 during the administration of
former Governor Bert T. Combs, to
devise a forestry and timber in-
dustry program which could be put
into effect immediately.
For various reasons the program
was not put into effect immediate-
ly, but now, four years later, a pro-
ject that had its inception in the
analysis made by the task force
has been re-activated by the de-
sire of a group of Kentuckians to
help themselves and their com-
munities.
Activities of the new corporation
which seemingly sets an example
for other economically hard-press-
ed communities, will range over a
32-counjy area in Eastern Ken-
tucky.
The plan of operation extends
from the ownership and control of
a minimum of 26,000 acres of forest
land, through the processing of
carefully selected products, to the
operation of a complete sales or-
ganization.
Included in the venture would be
several independently-owned wood
processing plants, identified as




By Ger. nirard T. Breathitt
upholstered chair frames, pallets,
mulch and other products.
Kenwood's prospectus says the
complex will provide employment
for 400 persons at all levels. It
estimates that the number of jobs
Indirectly created in servicing the
needs of the complex will call for
160 to 190 men.
Kenwood, which is headed by
George E. Branham, Paintsville
business man, has already received
its charter and raised some $100,-
000 to finance organization. An ex-
perienced general manager was
hired — Robert H. Sloat who had
spent the last several years as an
industrial engineer with the Boeing
Company in California.
Part of the capital for the Ken-
wood operation is due to come from
the sale of $1,750,000 worth of
stock at $2.50 a share. The rest, ac-
cording to plan, will come from
borrowings from conventional
sources. I understand stock sales
presently are restricted to Ken—
tucky residents.
With construction scheduled to
start the first week in August, Ken-
wood will build its plant in three
phases on a 190-acre industrial site
near Paintsville.
First phase will consist of ad-
ministration building, roadways, a
water system, and the log collec-
tion yard. Phase two will include
the sawmill, dry kilns and the
woodworking areas. Each of these
phases will take four months to
complete. Phase three, a 'particle-
board plant, will take eight months
more. Production is scheduled to
start eight months after breaking
ground for phase one.
Mr. Sloat says that Kenwood will
be a first for Kentucky in that
never before have an phases of the
lumber industry been brought to-
gether on on plant site.
It's my belief that Kenwood may
not only provide a pattern for pro-
fitable utilization of the state's
hardwood resources, but also may
show the way for development of
other build-your-own industries in




"THERE ARE TWO OF US"
Several years ago a man whose
actual name was William Shake-
speare was interviewed by some
radio announcer. Probably coached
a bit before the program began,
Mr. Shakespeare said in answer to
the announcer's question as to his
relationship with the "other one":
"Was there another one?" In this
field of chronicling folkways there
Is and has long been another one,
one far better known than this one,
If by "this one" you mean me. The
"other one" is Professor John W.
Allen, emeritus professor of South-
ern Illinois University, at Carbon-
dale., a veritable encyclopedia of
local history and folklore and hu-
mor of southern Illinois, "Egypt."
If you like that term better for the
name of the area
By a strange coincidence, he was
born on October 14, just exactly
one year before I appeared, some
eighty miles to the south of his
southern Illinois home. His career
has been varied and fascinating,
from a one-roomed school as his
first alma mater, then as a teach-
er of a similar school, as a princi-
pal of a two-room school, as a
principal of a larger school, as a
city superintendent, as a Marine
who got a close-up view of World
War I notables, as a scholar in
history, as a leader in just about
every type of scholarly and patri-
otic organization in his native state,
and as a tireless writer of articles
for newspapers, articles that show
the folldsh backgrounds of that
whole interesting area of southern
Illinois that has been home to him,
no matter where he roamed.
In the winter of 198445 a friend
of mine who knows Professor Allen
sent me his book LEGENDS AND
LORE OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS,
a publication of the Area Services
Division of Southern Mionls Uni-
versity. More than any other reg-
ional book that I have read in my
years-long interest in folklore this
one records folkways that are al-
most identical with those of my own
Fidelity. I am personally acquaint-
ed with Professor Allen, and we
have exchanged comments on our
various passing institutions.
The largest single section of the
good-Sized voinate deals with folk-
lore. Just about every type of
superstition that we knew in west-
ern Kentucky was just as vigorous
not too far away to the north of us,
for similar people had settled both
places. The customs that were once
almost universal have declined, at
Carbondale and at Fidelity, and
only someone with a liking for this
type of research seems to be trying
to put down on paper some of the
ways we used to have before all
tracts are gone, Professor Allen's
remedies are so much like mine at
Fidelity and at Mammoth Cave
that I believe we could exchange
our bottles and dried roots and
leaves and syrups and cordials and
never miss a dose.
As in nearly all areas, there have
occurred many changes in farming,
in business, in daily living. His
area once was a great cotton-rais-
ing section, especially in the years
when cotton was tied up in the
Civil War further down south. And
tobacco was once a big crop in
Egypt, too. Both of these crops
have now run their course, so fir
as the present is concerned. Scat-
tered all over the area are remains
of once-prosperous businesses that
remind me of Mane Peter's to-
bacco factory, away out in the
country from where the railroad
later came. And prominent busi-
nesses along the rivers are often
now only nostalgic memories.
In some of our Kentucky counties
that face Egypt across the Ohio
River there are very simnel' re-
minders of former grandeur, now
growing over with vegetation or
bypassed by more modern roads
than were the muddy-dusty trails
that once connected thriving vil-
lages or boat-landings or small
factories with the rest of the world.
Through the whole book there
runs a thread of understanding of
folk psychology. The author never
looks down his nose at any custom
that had a respectable following:
people may bays had different en-
thusiasms in other times, but they
were remarkabky like us, their
descendants.
And there is no effort to glorify
the Good Old Days merely because
they are gone or to belittle them
because automobiles and airplanes
have taken the places of oxcarts




















Yes, dial direct and get the
fastest service at the low station-








































































































I have just read The Fulton News
and I want to commend and praise
you for writing such a fine tribute
to Smith Atkins who richly deserv-
ed it. In all I lived about nine years
in Fulton and you have written
many fine things about men and
women who have passed on whom
I have known so well and many
were good friends of mine and I
have cut out these writings of yours
and put them in my "scrap book"
and now and then I re-read them
as I am a bit sentimental and I do
think that folks who do so much
for their community and their fel-
low-man are entitled to those
things and their friends and fami-
lies and succeeding generations
will appreciate what was uid by
the Editor of the Rome town Paper.
Smith was my good friend and
we would exchange our Bank state-
meets from time to time and add
a few words and would see him
now and then and also at the Bank-
ers Conventions. I have told many
people about him and how much
energy he possessed and always
anxious to be doing 'something. He
was very much a success.
You wrote a fine article about
Bob White whom I admired a great
deal and of course I saved it. I
addressed an envelope to his wife
but failed to write her and got to
thinking that perhaps she had for-
gotten me. Both of these men were
self-made men and deserved the
good things you said about them.
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Thursday, Friday, July 1-2
Double Feature
Starts at 9:15
Gerry and the Pacemakers
PERRY CROSS THE MERSEY
And at 9:311
Fabian - Shelley Tabares




Kirk Douglas - James Maass
LIIIACIUSS umlw the MIA
And at 10:96











Troy Donahue - Sandra Dee
A SUMMER PLACE
. Miss %night
Engagement Of Miss Speight Is
Of Widespread Social Interest
Of interest in Fulton, Western Kentucky and West-
ern Tennessee is the announcement of the engagement
of Miss Frances Ophelia Speight, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Speight of Fulton, Kentucky, to Donald Lock-
hart of Mayfield, Kentucky, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wheeler.
Miss Speight's maternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Cleveland Cook of Fulton, Kentucky. Her
paternal grandparents-are the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Edward Speight of Fulton, Kentucky.
Mr. Lockhart's maternal grand-
parents are Mrs. Richard Roscoe
Stubblefield, Sr., and the late Mr.
Stubblefield. His paternal grand-
parents are Mrs. Floyd Madison
Lockhart and the late Mr. Lock-
hart.
Visa Speight was graduated from
the University of Kentucky in the
class of nineteen hundred and sixty-
The News takes pelasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
July 2: Charles Andrews, Brenda
Archer, J. B. Barclay, Gladys
Evans, Paul Nanny, Mrs. Elson
McGuire; July 3: Hugh Rushton;
July 4: Rickie Arnold, Boy Boyd,
Judy Bennett, Mrs. Elwood Doss,
Brenda McMillian;
July 5: John Robert Burrow;
July 6: Terry Barnes, Bea Bennett,
Debbie Butts, James Counce,
Pamela Jane Henderson, Harry
McKinnie, Annie Rogers, William
Taylor; July 8: John Hawks, Re-
becca McKnight, Sandra Polsgrove.
five, with a major in Elementary
Education. During her college years
she was president of Kappa Delta
social sorority and was co-chair-
man of Utile Kentucky Derby. Her
honoraries included Cwens, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Links and Mortar
Bard.
Mr. Lockhart was graduated
from Murray State College in
nineteen hundred and sixty-two,
with an area in Industrial Arts. He
was vice president of Alpha Tan
Omega Social fraternity and was
also secretary of Epsilon Pi Tau
Industrial Arts Honorary. He will
be a candidate for a Master's de-
gree in Guidance Counseling at
Murray State in August.
Miss Speight will begin teaching
at ()talons Elementary School in
Louisville, Kentucky this fall.
Mr. Lockhart has completed
three years as a teacher at South-
ern High School in Louisville, Ken-
tucky.
The wedding will be solemnized
on the afternoon of August the
fourteenth,, nineteen htindred and
sixty-five at four o'clock in the
First Baptist Church of Fulton,
Kentucky.
PRESENT THE COUPON BELOW WIIH ANY $3.0U




SKY CHIEF and FIRE CHIEF GASOLINE
HAVOLINE and TEXACO MOTOR OIL
MARFAK LUBRICATION - WASHING
Present This Coupon For
100 EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
With $3.00 Or More Purchase
CAYCE TEXACO SERVICE
The marriage of Miss Betty Joyce Turner and Tom-
my Pruett was solemnized in the First Methodist Church
in Fulton on Saturday evening, June 19, with Rev. W. T.
Barnes, pastor of the church, performing the double ring
ceremony.
Miss Turner is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Turner of
Fulton and Mr. Pruett is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Pruett of
South Fulton.
The altar was decorated with ar-
rangements of white gladioli and
mums. Gleaming white tapers in
branched candelabra starred the
woodwardia and smilax that bank-
ed the background. The pews were
marked with white satin bows.
Preceding btj,remooy a pro-
gram of nupti c was present-
ed by Miss Jane rds and vocal
numbers by Mid Treva Lou Hedge
and Mrs. Nelson Tripp.
The bride, who was given in mar-
riage by her father, wore a formal
bridal gown of white organza, with
fitted bodice which featured a
scoop neddine sculpured in Chan-
tilly lace embroidered motifs, tiny
buttons to below the waistline in the
back, and long tapered sleeves.
The voluminous skirt flowed grace-
fully into a chapel length train, in-
terspersed with Chantilly lace
motifs. Her veil of silk illusion was
shoulder length and was attached
to a crown fashioned of seed pearls
and sequins, and she carried a bou-
quet of cymbidium orchids with
sprays of green velvet ivy.
Miss Judy Clayton served as
maid of honor and Misses Laura
Lee Pierce and Mae Mann as bride-
maids. All wore identical street-
length dresses of pink brocade
taffeta with matching pill boxes, to
which were attached circular nose
veils. They carried cascade bou-
quets of white carnations with the
leaves outlined with seed pearls.
Ed Pruett served his brother as
best man. Ushers were Kenneth
Turner, Jr., brother of the bride
and Tommy 1Cimbro.
Serving at the reception, which
followed the ceremony, were Mrs.
Leon Fields, Mrs. Guy Fry, Mrs.
Mike Williams, Mrs. Johnny Green
and Miss Jane Edwards. Mrs.
Kenneth Turner, Jr., was in charge
of the guest register.
After the reception, Mr. and Mrs.
Pruett left for a wedaing trip to
Cumberland Falls. On their return,
they will make their home in Ful-
ton. The groom is employed at
Siegel Company in South Fulton
and the bride_ is a student at An-
derson's Beauty School in Union
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Pruett
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Miss Phyllis Ann Bard
Friends Invited To Bard-Elliott
Nuptials On Sunday, July Fourth
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bard of Route 1, Water
Valley, Kentucky, are announcing the engagement
of their daughter, Phyllis Ann, to Calvin Elliott, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Elliott of Route 2, Fulton,
Kentucky.
Miss Bard is a junior at Hickman County High
School. Mr. Elliott is a student at Baptist Bible
Institute in Mayfield and is employed this summer
at Siegel, Inc., in South Fulton, Tennessee.
The wedding vows will be exchanged in the
Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian Church at 2:30
o'clock, in the afternoon on July 4, with Rev. Frank
Blain performing the ceremony.
No formal invitations are being sent, but all
friends and relatives are invited to attend.
"NOTICE—MEMBERS OF WESTERN DARK
FIRED TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
T.h annual mooting of members will be hold at the main of-
fice of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association,
Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday, July 14, 1965, at 11 o'clock a. m.
for the purpose of hearing the President's report and a general
discussion of the cooperative's affairs.
It's easy to attach...
just peel off paper
backing and press
to back of phone.
TAYLOR CHEVROLET-BUICK
AND PICK UP ONE
FON, Kentucky
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COME AGAIN!
Mr. and Mrs. Paul White and
children, Douglas, Ronnie, Jimmy
and Johnny, of Denver, Colo., Mn.
Pauline F. White of Nashville.
Tenn., and Edwin C. White and
children, Marian Dee and Edwin,
Jr., of Winston-Salem, N. C., have
returned to their homes after at-
tending the Fields reunion and a
few days' visit with Mrs. Smith
Atkins and Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
Lewis.
GET WILL SOON!
Good wishes are extended to Mrs.
Martin C. Nall for a speedy re-
covery. Mrs. Nall was injured in a
fall at her home on Third Street
Monday. She suffered a fractured
leg, shoulder and arm and was
taken to Fulton Hospital, where
she is a patient.
Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months
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408 Eddings St. Fulton, Ky.
Our New Number Is 472-2332
An easy way to remember it: Just remember
"23" and then "23" in reverse. . . or repeated back-
wards: 23-32.
Parking area behind Funeral hem.. Drive in the driveway
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Get the highest rate on your savings at
Security Federal Savings and LWOW Asso-
ciation at 124 East Canter Street in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up te $111,111111
by the Federal Savings & Loan insurance
Corporation - an agency of the Federal






SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE 1st
LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for ad-
ditional information
and financial state-
ment, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.
Mr. James M. Beeird, Managiw
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
124 East Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your annual report and information I.
Name 
Address 
City  State 
is invited to attend.
Mrs. Agnes Wilkerson returned
home on Thursday, after having
ear surgery in Memphis last week.
Mr, and Mrs. Cornell McCall
were here from Detroit, visiting
relatives and friends last week.
Mrs. Otis Haley was dismissed
from Fulton Hospital on Saturday
and is still not feeling too well at
her home.
Mrs. Lester Cole, mother af Mrs.
Loyd Watkins, is ,,,usly ill in
the Henry County Hospital at Paris.
Charles, a son who lives in Wash-
ington state, has been called home
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The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
June 30:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Rufus Waters, Mrs. Gervis Holly,
Mrs. Terry Pulley, Mrs. Guthile
Luther, Mrs. Alton Roberson, Wil-
lis Chandler, Miss Mae Carter, lit-
tle Jean Marie Douglas, Neal
Jones, Robert Hurley, Mrs. Harold
Pewitt, Roy Tucker, Fulton; Mrs.
Delbert Mulcahy, Mrs. Milton
Counce, Mary Kate Pewitt, Dickey
Thomas, Mrs. Ralph Work, Paul
Harris, Mrs. Cora Anderson, South
Fulton; Mrs. Nettie Davis, Mrs.
Loyd Henderson, Mrs. Roy'Hutch-
erson, Mrs. Everett Dockery,
Crutchfield; Velva Hawks, Mary
Condor, Calvin Thomas, Dukedom;
Mrs. Joe Garrison, Hickman; Mrs.
Richard Conn, Water Valley; Roy
L. Stephens, Wingo; Mrs. Mary
Stephenson, Union City; C. M. Pat-
terson, Paducah.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Maggie Rawls, Mrs. Karl
Kimberlin Mrs. Don Hastings,
Frank Gossum, Mrs. W. M. Kelly,
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Mrs. H. E.
Shupe, Mrs. Warren Bard, Fulton;
Linda Robertson, Dukedom; Irvin
Shanklin, Route 4, Dresden.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Martin Nall, Mrs. L. 0. Car-
ter, Mrs. Vernon McAlister, BM
Yates, A. E. Nanney, Mrs. Dan
Taylor, Fulton; Wesley Richard-
son. Mrs. Calvin Evans, Rainey
Corvitt, Mrs. Larry Carter, South
Fulton; Mrs. J. J. Veatch, Miss
Elsie Guyn, Mrs. Jamie McDaniel*
and son, None Moore, Route 1,
Fulton; Carolyn Brown, Recite 3,
Fulton; Jeff Grissom, Route 5,
Fulton; Mrs. James 0. Brown, Tal-
ton Route; Jeff Nichols, Mawr
Bugg, Route 2, Clinton; Mrs. Ger-
ald Cooley and son, Jim When.
Water Valley; Clarence Bellew,
Mrs. Ira Cotham, Crutehlleid;
James Babbitt, Mrs. J. W. Ward,
Hickman; Mrs. Ellie Henry, Col-
umbus; Casey Archie, Margaret
Jackson, Route 1, Wingo.
GO 'YO cm:mica SUNDAY
CLASSIFIED ADS
TV ANTENNAS: We -install -
Trade-repair and move. Get oar
Ickes. We service all makes TV.
Pe 337. Roper Television.
FOX RENT: Floor waft* ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
FOR SALE - My farm, 15.4 acres
located on Middle Road, midway
between Fulton and Hickman. See
W. B. Rice or phone Union City
U3-50116.
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By Me. Musa Westbrook
Here's a repeat announcement
of the revival at Pleasant View
Baptist Church, to begin Sunday,
July 4. Rev. Bill Delaney, of Mar-
tin, will be the visiting preacher,
assisting the pastor, Rev. Bobby
Pruitt. Porvices are each night at
7:4K„ through the following Sunday
ano probably through Wednesday.
The church extends a cordial in-
vitation to an to attend.
On last Sunday afternoon mem-
bers of Pleasant View, Dukedom
Methodist, Knob Creek Church of
Christ and Good Springs met in
Welch school building for a ser-
vice. Rev. Bobby Pruitt conducted
a very worth-while meeting. This is
an interdenominational effort to
strengthen Christian witness in our
community. Plans were made to
continue this and on next Sunday
afternoon at 2:30 Bro. Gene Wat-
son, of Lynn ,Ggove, will be the
leader, with thri service being spon-
sored by Knob Creek. The public
DEATHS
Rev. Gerald Green
Funeral services for Rev. Ger-
ald David Green, pastor of the
First Baptist Church in Hickman,
were held &allay, June 27, In the
First Baptist Church with burial
In City Cemetery. Barrett Funeral
Home was in charge.
Rev. Green, who was 36, died at
his home on June 24, following a
long illness. He had been preaching
18 years, the last four in Hickman.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Win-
nie Green; a daughter, Rebecca
Green; a son, David Ira Green;
his mother, Mrs. Emma Clark
Green of St. Louis; two brothers,
Donald Green and Neil Green, both
of St. Louis, and a sister, Mrs. Zoe
Adams of St. Louis.
Mrs. Roberta Campbell
Miss Roberta Campbell died on
June 22 in Cambridge Springs, ?a. 
Funeralservices were held on June
28 at Little Bethel Baptist Church,
with Rev. H. 24. Suthard officiat-
ing. Burial was in the church ceme-
tery, in change of Hopkins &
Brown Funeral Home.
Miss Campbell, who was from
Graves County, was 40.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
Katherine Ho.inra, of Pennsylvania
and a broths eloppeer Campbell,#of Water VON T;
Mrs. Geneva Waller
Mrs. Geneva Waller died in a
Detroit Hospital on June 24, fol-
lowing a long illness. She was a
native of Fulgham, but had lived
In Detroit for many years.
Funeral services were held last
Saturday in Warren, Mich., and
the body then was brought to Clin-
ton by Hopkins & Brown, with ser-
vices Monday in Salem Church,
Hickman County. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Surviving are her mother, Mrs.
Fred Hopkins of Fulton; three sis-
ters, Mrs. Glenn Puckett of South
Fulton, Mrs. Marjory Waller of
Fulton and Mrs. Thomas Pruitt of
Mayfield; also, a son and daughter.
George W. Webb
Funeral services for George W.
Webb were held in Jackson's Fun-
eral Home in Rukedom on June
28, with Rev. Riley Lawrence, pas-
tor of the Church of the Nazarene
In Fulton, officiating. Burial was
In Pinegar Cemetery.
Mr. Webb, who was 70, a former
Dukedom resident, later a truck
driver in Gary, Indiana, died June
26 in Western State Hospital at
Hopkinsville, following a long ill-
ness.
Surviving are four sons, Jesse
of Kenilworth, N. J., John of Eliza-
beth, N. J., J. H. of Derona, N. J.
and Chester of Fulton; two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Daniel Hanlon of Vero-
ma, N. J. and Mrs. Charles Cowart
of Gary, Ind., and nine grand-
children.
Mrs. C. r Bowers
'Mrs. Mary Louise Bowers died
last Monday in Haws Memorial
Nursing Home, following an ex-
tended illness.
Mrs. Bowers was the widow of
C. J. Bowers, who died in 1959.
She Was 90, a long-time resident of
Fulton, and a member of the First
Methodist Church.
Funeral services were held yes-
terday (Wednesday) in Hornbeak
Funeral Home, with Rev. W. T.
Barnes officiating. Burial was in
Palestine Cemetery. Her grandsons
served as pallbearers.
Surviving are three sons, Joe,
Charles and John, all of Fulton;
three daughters, Mrs. Hillman Col-
lier and Mrs. John Daniel of Ful-
ton and Mrs. James McDade of
Grand Prairie, Texas; two step-
daughters, Mrs. Carrie Crowe of
Birmingham, Ala., and Mrs. Odie
Leigh of Rives, Tenn., eleven






































1. Time Between 6:30 PM til 11:30 PM Mon
day night
2. You must bowl the exact score to win a
prise
MEN and WOKEN ONLY NO CHILDREN
SPONSOR SCORE
Men
1. Happy Day Cleaners  200
$3.00 worth of Dry Cleaning
2. Martin Oil Co. 
5 gallons of gas
3. Taylor Chevrolet & Buick  184 144
One Lubrication
4. Betty and Ed's Cafe 
Women
160
5. Pure Milk Co.
1 gallon ice cream
Pure Milk Co. _ 177
1 gallon ice cream















1 case of Pepsi
- - -




1 case of Pepsi
8. Puckett Barber Shop 
1 hair cut
Puckett Barber Shop _ _
1 hair cut





or over or over







Prod Lancaster center, is mighty
proud of the huge trophy be won at
the Fulton Country ChM Sunday
:Wien he wen the fifth annual Ken-
Tone tournament. Presenting lb.
trophy Is Max McDade, club presi-
dent. Others In the photo who were
In charge of the tournament's ar-
rangements are Bill Fessett, Dr.
Bob Peterson, Lancaster, McDade
and Charlie Thomas.
Story on Page One
Little Eddie Brown was taken to
the hospital Friday night, suffering
with a respiratory trouble, neces-
sitating the use of oxygen. He was
able to come home Sunday.
S. P. NOOSE & CO.
3•7 0..sigu 'bine ss
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SAVE $675.00 if you act now!
NEW I-H 46-T
HAY BALER







For quick convenient service Our Telephone Order Department
DIAL 472-3941
KEEP THIS CARRY-OUT MENU in your kitchen or near your
phone. Pick up a phone - call from home - Pick 'ern up Hot



































(half) _ _ 
$1.00 
Barbecue Ribs ___ 
_ (order) 
__
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Time for a break is a weleeme relief between demonstrations of Seoul,
ing skills at "The Wonderful World of Scouting," the pavilion of the Boy
Scouts of America at the New York World's Fair. These Scouts are pail
of • contingent of 36 Scouts and 3 adult leaders from the Old Kentucky
Nom* and Four Rivers Councils (Louisville and Paducah), Bey Scouts of
America, who are giving service for one week at the World's Fair as
members of the Scout Servke Corps. Left to right: unidentified Scout;
Greg Babette° of Louisville, Ky.; David Dunn of Fulton, Ky.; and Her.
old Simpson of London, Ky.
COLONEL BECOMES
PRIVATE ON SUNDAY
BIACKDOWN, England — CoL
George Crooks switches uniforms
and becomes a private every Sun-
day.
He is commanding officer of a
British army gunnery school dur-
ing the week. Sundays he parades
with a sousaphone as a private in
the Salvation Army.
TASTE OF TEXAS
YORK -- Edward Everett
Cautha,s, oldest living alumnus of
the University of Texas, got a spec-
ial gift for his 103rd birthday. It
was a T-bone steak sent to him in
New York by Texas Gov. John B.
Connally.






YOUR SOUTHERN BELL MANAGER
GOING OUT OF TOWN OVER THE 4TH OF
JULY WEEKEND?
WHY NOT CALL AHEAD WITH THAT
WONDERFUL NEW DIRECT DISTANCE DIAL-
ING SYGTEM WE HAVE IN THE TWIN-Li it,S?
AND PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY. WE
HOPE ALL OF YOU ARE AROUND ON JANU-
ARY 1, 1966 TO ENJOY THAT BIG EXCISE TAX
REDUCTION ON YOUR PHONE SERVICE.
MAKE LIFE EASIER WITH AN EXTEN-
SION PHONE FOR YOUR BEDROOM, KITCH-
EN, BARN OR HEN HOUSE. ONE COSTS
JUST PENNIES A DAY.
Wilk JIM Payot
000kollord Agpolt. ibolls Caskul lbelotoi
A Guido For Summer Yard Keeping
Hot or cold, wet or dry, the beat
flower gardeners I know are like
a postman; they make the
"rounds" every day, deliver what-
ever care plants may need, and
collect available flowers for fresh
arrangements in the house or give
to friends.
There is no need to let roses go
dormant in July and August. Keep
plants mulched and watered. Feed
plants every 4 to 6 weeks with a
cupful of complete fertilizer. Re-
move seed hips. Also remove and
destroy diseased leaves. Spray or
dust plants thoroughly every seven
to ten days with a fungicide-insec-
ticide mixture to control black
spot, mildew, insects, and spider
mites. Crepe myrtle blossoms make
beautiful banquets in the home. In
fact, cutting off Bower heads will
make plants put out more new
shoots for more blooms before
frost. Also fertilize plants again
now with a cupful of super phos-
phate or 0-14-14 for each two feet
of plant height. If plants were not
fertilized in spring, and they are
making poor growth, use a ferti-
lizer with some nitrogen such as
4-12-12. Give buried shrubs, such as
holly, nandinas, and pyracantbas a
similar feeding if they are heavily
loaded and lower leaves are be-
ginning to lose dark green color.
If crepe myrtle leaves begin to
curl with powdery mildew, spray or
dust plants every 7'to 10 days with
karathane, acti-dione or sulphur.
Do not use sulphur when tempera-
ture is likely to go above 90 de-
grees during the day. Powdery
mlIdew on zinnia, verbena, phlox,
lilac, dahlia, rose or other plants
can be controlled with materials
suggested for crepe myrtles.
Insects and diseases on roses,
azaleas and other shrubs and
flowers can be kept in check by
spraying or dusting with one of
several dual purpose mixtures on
the market. They usually have one
or more fungicides for diseases
like black spot and mildew and two
or more insecticides such as Iln-
dane, DDT for control of most in-
sets and spider mites.
Other pests to watch for this
month include bag worms on nar-
row leaf evergreens, lace bugs on
azaleas, camillas and pyracanthas
cause leaves to look frosty; spider
mites on narrow leaf evergreens,
azaleas, hollys, boxwoods, and
marigolds cause pale yellow
leaves; white flies cause sooty mold
on gardenias, azaleas, camellias,
and crepe myrtles; thirps cause de-
formed Barrer buds on many plants
and watch for chinch bugs on
lawns especially St. Augustine
grass.
July and August plantings may
be made of such flowers as mari-
golds, zinnias, nasturtiums, asters,
candy tuft, cosmos and annual
phlox. Dig, divide, and reset crowd-
ed iris and spring flowering bulbs
such as daffodils, jonquils, hyacin-
ths and tulips as soon as tops die
down. This usually needs doing
every 3 or 4 years.
DID YOU KNOW?
Lea of moisture is sometimes
the reason for the poor condition
of shade trees during the summer
months. But an _equally frequent
cause of trouble is starvation. Ele-
ments most necessary for tree
growth are nitrogen, phosphorus,
and potassium and these are de-
ficient in most soils where shade
trees are gebvin. The result is an
unhealthy color of the foliage, poor
bud development, dying branches,
and poor growth of the tree in gen-
eral.
Barnyard manure is low in these
three necessary elements for tree
growth. Furthermore the elements
reaching the roots of the tree are
very limited when the usual prac-
tice is followed of spreading ma-
nure on the surface or even work-
ing it into the top soil. A fertilizer
of the analysis 12-12-12, or 15-15-15
is currently available or can be
obtained at most feed stores. For
average shade tree conditions 1 to
1 1-2 pounds of such fertilizer for
each inch of tree diameter is suf-
ficient.
WA Local Stores First
• • Housepalet
3IMONS PAINT STORE

























4-WE RS WIN CHAMP HONORS---Pulten County 4-N Club members receivieig awards as outstanding
campers at West Kentucky 4-H Camp, near Dawson Springs, Kentucky, are pictured with camp leaders.
Shown are (from left, front row) Mary K. Stroud. Max Wilson, Nancy DeMyer, Randy Adams, Jack Watts,
Ricky Adams and Nancy Jo James, loonier star campers; A. P. Buckalow, Kentucky Utilities Company
commercial service adviser; (middle row) Janis Yarbre, gold medal winner; Shirley Bard jqadsr Nader;
Myra Salm,. adult leader; Jack Bellow, junior leader; Nedesn Minton, adult leader; Amy Bandurant,
junior leader; Jane Voodoo's, settler oltiseaship award; Jenne James, junior star camper; (back row)
Fred Swages, Kentucky Utilities Company farm service adviser; Sheila DetAyer, stonier citizenship award;
Mrs. James White, adult leader, and Jehn Watts, county agent.
Campers from this and ether counties took part in a varied camp program of fun and instruction
which included baiting, swimming, archery, casting, crafts, Rag exercises and vesper and evening pro-
grams. A. P. Buoicalew and Prod Spray's Sought classes in farm electricity.
4-H'ERS WIN CAMP HONORS — Pulton-Nichisee County 444 Club members receiving awards as outstend-
ing campers at Western Kentucky 4-H Camp, near Dawson Sprktgs, -ere pictured with comp leaders.
Shown are (from left, front row) Catherine Wilson, home demonstration agent: Laura Maclin, leader; Don
Dickerson, banter leader; Lee Wealberspeen, leader star camper; Part Meer*, citizenship award whetters
Paulette Minloy, Lustier leader; (bask row) Fred Spraggs„ Kentucky Utilities C.egtpany faros service /ad-
viser, and Robert W. Surrinv, Kentudty Utilities Company manager at Sturgis.
FINANCE
IN FULTON






Summer enrollment for the first
session at The University of Ten-
nessee Martin Branch has set an
all-time high with 630 students
registered, according to Henry C.
Allison, registrar.
This is a 27.5 increase over en-
rollment for the first summer ses-
sion last year.
Swelling the enrollment this year
'Is a large number of students who
did not find profitable jobs for the
summer, others who wanted to ad-
vance the time of their college
graduation and still others who
have already experienced difficulty
In doing college work and are en-
deavoring to raise their grade
point average.
1.71113's large summer enroll-
ment is probably ahead of the gen-
eral pattern of college enrollments
for this year. An enrollment of 2,500
Is expected this fall, and this
figure will give a 35.5 average over
fall a year Igo.
Troubadour Jay Willoughby,
Bardstown, has been named Ken-
tucky ambassador of the year. The
appointment was announced yester-
day by Gov. Edward T. Breathitt.
Willoughby, formerly singer of
the title role in "The Stephen Fos-
ter Story," is serving his third year
as general manager of the outdoor
musical drama.
Breathitt created the post by ex-
ecutive order to have an envoy to
"serve Kentucky as a special rep-
resentative conveying the com-
monwealth's goodwill and friend-
ship to all people everywhere."
The new ambassador will serve
without unary and will represent
Kentucky on special missions re-
listing to promotion of scenic and
recreational attractions, industrial
and agricultural development and
cultural and educational activities.
SANITATION STRESSED
WASHINGTON — About 62 per
cent of Community Facilities Ad-
ministaidiew advances for public
works planning in the past four
year* have been for sanitation and
water systems.
stand between
you and a car?
LOW COST AUTO LOANS
$500  PER  $100
PER YEAR ON NEW MODELS
Get The Best Deal When You Finance
As Well As















































Leon Bondurant and family, of
Florida, visited Mrs. Daisie Bon-
durant and Clarice Thursday morn-
ing.
Mrs. Virgie Bondurant Is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Murphy near
WinSe•
Mrs. Pearl Fisher was a Friday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson were
Sunda dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Woodside in Union City.
Mrs. Chester Wade spent several
days last week with Mrs. Ethel
Oliver and Miss Lynette in Mem-
phis.
William N. Barris, of Winter',
Texas, was a guest Wednesdliy of
Mrs. Deists Bondurant and Clar-
ice.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Stubblefield and
son, Lee Mac, enjoyed a fish din-
ner at Reelfoot Lake Sunday.
Several friends of Mrs. Pearl
Fisher, of Memphis, enjoyed a
birthday dinner at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Sloan in Cayce
on Tuesday, June 22. Those -Pres-
ent were: Mesdames Clara Carr,
Grace Austin, Mary Cruce, Damon
Vick, Virginia Jones, Boy Adams,
Clyde Linder, Raymond Sloan and
Miss Eva Johnson, all of Cayce,
and Mesdames Ruth Reeves, Jessie
Powell, Ernest Stubblefield and
Lee Mac Stubblefield of Union
City.
SHORTNESS AN ASSET
ROCKFORD, Ill. — Oliver Whit-
aker is thankful he stands only 5
feet 4 1-2 inches. He was acquitted
on the armed robbery charge when
the accuser, Terry Alfredson, took
one look at him and said that a
much taller man had held him up.
When they build their real homes,
we'll be here to help them with home loans.
If you need a home loan now,
talk it over with us today.
We are home loan specialists.
S". V I NiC.4-: INis iv .It'l \THIN
21 1.si,i I irlior, INN
A gospel meeting will begin at
Oak Grove next Sunday, July 4,
and will continue for the next week,
with night services at 7:45. A va-
cation Bible School will be con-
ducted each afternoon from 2:30 to
4:90, with classes for adults. Bro-
ther Bill Coley will direct the sing-
ing. A cordial invitation is extend-
ed to everyone to attend each of
the services.
Mrs. Georgie Lee Ebersole,
from Stillwater, Okla., Millard
Nanney and grandson, Ernie Scar-
brought, from Warren, Mich., are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney have
recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Min-
ard Nanney and .family, Mr. and
Mrs. Elwood Miller and patty in
Akron, Ohio, also Mr. aild Mrs.
Ernest Scarbrough and family.
Mrs. Dean Terrell, who has been
a shut-in the past several weeks, is
looking forward to having an ex-
amination this week of the hip that
was broken. She is hoping she will
be found able to stir out some, even
though she has been told by her
doctor that she will be unable to
walk for six months. Mrs. Terrell
shows wonderful courage in ac-
cepting a report 14e this.
Mrs. Hester Bondurant spent the
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Drew
Walls.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
visited Bob Cannon, who has been
a shut-in the past several weeks,
last Sunday afternoon. Mr. Bob is
not improving as rapidly as he had
hoped. The Vaughans also visited
Mr. and Mrs. Ira' Colley, who are
both so feeble and are so glad to
have visitors.
An invitation Is extended to all
relatives and friends of the Vaugh-
an family to attend the reunion at
the Harvey Vaughan's next Sun-
day, July 4. Relatives from several
distant places are expected.
State dog licenses go on sale
July 1, Commissioner of Avicul-
ture Wendell P. Butler has inform-
ed Kentucky dog owners. Accord-
ing to Butler, the State dog law re-
quires that all dogs six months of
age or older must be licensed.
The $1.50 tags will be on sale in
all of the 120 counties. County dog
wardens or sheriffs will handle the
sales.
Joe W. Campbell, Hickman, is
In charge of the saki of tags in
Fulton county.
Any person operating a kennel
may, in lieu of obtaining a license
for each dog, apply to the dog war-
den for a kennel license. A license
fee of $10 is required to keep ten
dogs or less; a fee of $15 is charg-
ed to keep more than ten dogs.
Enjoy a carefree vacation!
the newest, most exciting place in Louisville
WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Friday A.M. thru Sunday P.M.
Spacious room FOR TWO PER-
SONS . . . 3 days and 2 nights
PLUS $24 in delicious meals for
only $39 per couple, including
tax. Children under 12 FREE in
parents' room. Come as you are
. . . you're always welcome at
Stouffer's!
COLORFUL, UNIQUE DINING
Enjoy famous Stouffer food and
cocktails served in an old New
Orleans atmosphere in three
beautiful street level dining
rooms . . . or try the inviting
"CUP AND STIRRUP," our roof-
top restaurant and cocktail
Lounge featuring late dining and
a dramatic view of the city for
miles around! Live music nightly.
THE FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
300 handsomely appointed
rooms and suites feature every
luxurious convenience including
bedside TV controls! Free park-
ing, swimming pool, underwater
music and free Sauna Baths.
Massage parlor. . . barber shop
. . . Grand ballroom ... meeting
rooms . . . complete hospitality
to make your visit memorable.
Completely air-conditioned
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 582-2241
STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN 120 West Broadway
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
both the morning and evening ser-
vices.
The new three-bedroom home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Warren, this
village, is coming right along since
construction began a few weeks
ago. It is modern in every respect
and a nice addition to this area.
Mrs. Naomi Tuck and son, Rich-
ard, arrived several days ago to
spend the summer with their father
and grandfather, Rev. T. T. Harris.
They will return to Orient's, Fla.,
this fall, where Mrs. Tuck has a
teaching position and where Rich-
ard attends 'high school.
Get-well wishes are sent to Char-
lie Vincent, who ham been ailing
the past few weeks and ordered to
bed most of the time by his family
physician. Be can now be up a
portion of the time, which his many
friends will be glad to know. Vin-
cent remains about the same at
this writing, but still has to keep
in bed some, too. We hope our be-
loved citizens will soon be on the
mend.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lassiter and
baby son, Richard Allen, visited
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Car-
roll, Sunday on Dresden Route.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle i-Prields of
Tullahoma, Tenn., were my guests
over the week end. They visited
in Dukedom and South Fulton while
here and have now returned home
to Mid State, where Doyle is em-
ployed in the Arnold Engineering
Development Cc-tr.
Bro. Charles Wall filled his ap-
pointment at Knob Creek Church
To every child there comes a time
when they begin to wonder. .. Where
did I come from? Who made the
trees? Who made the mountains?
EVERYONE has a desire to
"0 GOD, thou art my God;
early will I seek thee: my soul
•
thtrsteth for thee..."
This longing for knowledge
of God should be satisfied
he will not depart from it."
Plan NOW to attend church
With your family.
of Christ, Sunday at 11 a. m. They
were dinner guests of Grant Bynum
and Margarett, then left on their
vacation to Florida in the after-
110011.
Congratulations to the News on
their Shopper each week, as it
reaches so many citizens. It is be-
ing well read by many and, no
doubt, all advertisements by Ful-
ton merchants will bring results.
CHEESE STORY
TACOMA, Wash — When five-
year-old Ruth Ann Reha hurt her
leg in a bicycle accident and was
taken to her family doctor, he told
her he would take an X-ray of the
leg and then put on a dressing.
Said Ruth Ann: "I like roquefort."
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world  
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will ot him free to live as a child of God.
MIS SERIES OP CHURCH ADS IS BEING PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OP THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY THE UNDiRSIGNIED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
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WE BUY.
SELL, and TRADE
New and Used Shotguns.
Pistols. Rifles
Leader Sporting Goods
414 LAIIZ ST. PHOIOI
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Continued From Page One)
Peter Whitesell. The Fiej& were
from Williamson County,"fsenMt.-
see, where they had emigrated
from Rockingham County, North
Carolina. Most of the Fields and
Whitesell families of the early day
are buried at Palestine Methodist
Church Cemetery, four miles west
of Fulton on the Middle Road,
where many of them attended
church.
Attending the reunion were: Mrs.
Ben Evans, Mrs. Mary Eldred of
Pittsburg, Pa., Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Pickering, Paul Pickering of San
Diego, Calif., Harry nelds De-
?Ionia of Memphis, Mrs, Bun Cope-
land, Mrs. Paul Workman, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Rucker of Youngs-
town, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Rucker of San Bernadino, Calif.,
Mrs. D. E. Philpot of Jackson,
Tenn., Mrs. J. W. Norman, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hastings, Mr. and Mrs.
G. H. Dickey of Milan, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Cooke Rice of
Springfield, Mo., Mrs. D. K. Galt-
ney of Corinth, Miss., Miss Inez
Binford, N. G. Cooke, Mrs. William
Cate and daughter, Mary Ann, of
Nashville, Herndon Fields of Dres-
den, Mrs. Pauline White of Nash-
ville, Mr. and Mrs. Paul White and
children, Douglas, Ronnie, Jimmy
and Johnny of Denver, Colo., Jesse
Dee White and Miss Margaret
Greenwood of Nashville, Edwin C.
White and children, Edwin, Jr. and
Marian Dee of Winston-Salem, N.
C., Mrs. Fred Paschall of Memphis,
Mr. and :Mrs. Eugene F. Paschall
of Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
McNeel and stm, Tommy, of Mem-
phis, Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Reams and daughter,
Peggy, Mn. D. H. Sensing and chil-
dren, Walt, Andy, Donna and
Cathy, Jerry F. Atkins, Mr. and
Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Terry, Mrs. Moselle Terry
of St. Petersburg, Fla., Mrs. J. A.
Willingham, Charles Willingham,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Reed, Ann
Fields Mahan, lobby Mahan, Mr.
and Mn. Hitter Whitesell, Major
and Yrs. Robert 'Whitesell and
childrslik 'Alban, Martha, Betsey
and 511111/141/ *White* Va., Hunter
B. Whitesell and son, Hunter, Jr.,
of Frankfort, Ky., Miss Lillian
Byrd Whitesell of Union City, and
representatives of the Fulton Coun-
ty News and Dall Leader.
We Need ,rtel-...trial Park
For Your Vacation I
Complete engine tune-up vtith our moat
modern and scientific electronic "Sun” testing k
ocluiPiniont-
6 CYLINDER ENGINE TUNE-UP
(including parts and labor) -
Oil Change — Oil Filter — Lubrication — Adjust
Brakes — Check Lights and cooling (no parts.)
All for the special price of
$21.87
This price does not include overhauling carburetor.
Plus Tax
V-8 ENGINES
All makes and models including parts and labor.
011 Change — Oil Filter — Lubrication. Check
Lights and Cooling System (No Parts) — All
for the special price of
$25.62 Plus Tax
Does not include overhauling carburetor.






NEW YORK — Measles was first
scientifically recorded by Arabian
physicians in the ninth and 10th
centuries. In more primitive days
it was frequently confused with
smallpox.
ANTIDOTES ADVISED
CHICAGO — The Public Hgalth
Service counts 540 poison-control
centers In U. S. cities. They fur-
nish antidote information fast in
about 100,000 poisoning cases a
year.
Subscribe To The News Subscribe To The News
81.00 for 6 months 81.00 for 6 months
NS CITIES PAY HALF
WASHINGTON — Income-tax
figures show that the 100 largest
U. S. metropolitan areas account
for more than half the individual
taxes reported and returns filed.
Subscribe To The News
81.00 for 6 months
Youli Say they're delidomi
BARBECUE) RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. Ky.






Pickle end Pimiento, Boloqns. 501











Dad& Y•ot Money Beck
SUPER RIGHT
Smoked HAM
WHOLE HALF OR BUTT PORTION Lb. St
PORTION - L 84
SHANK
HAMS svic:Par 4 c.
COUNTRY HA S ""hit:d"   79
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Biscuits.   6ri4 9 c
Premium Duz Bow'"
Ivory Snow
Dreft 2-Lb. 12-0z. Boa 784
Ivory Liqui  12-02.Bettis  354
Oxydol. - 3-Lb. 814
Tide 3-Lb. Box1-0s.  774











MILD AND MELLOW YUKOK,CLUIS CANNED
EIGHT 0' CLOCK BEVERAGES
COFFEE (sav•24*) 3 ai srm. 4;36:41,,oc:4
Tido dor* will be open July 2, & 3rd until 8: P. M.
CLOSED MONDAY, MY STII
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., JULY 3RD
vPfli tood Stores'
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, NC.
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Into the picnic basket on balmy
summer days go the favorite picnic
itema--hot dogs and hamburgers,
buns, potato chips, catsup, mustard
and pickles. But what should you
pack for dessert?
Why not top off your outdoor
meal with a flourish by bringing out
a surprise treat that's a bit out ot
the ordinary. Such desserts as
Brownie Kabobs, Quick Shortcake
and all-butter pound cake with a
variety of toppings will be gobbled
enthusiastically by the picnic crowd.
And, they're ready to serve in an
instant.
The basis for each of these quick
desserts is a -frozen dessert cake or
frozen brownies, like those from
Sara Lee. They come from your
grocery store completely baked in
their own foil pans and go right
from your freezer to the picnic site.
Here's the how-to for the easy
dessert preparation:
Arawaie Kabobs: Tuck a package
of popular all-butter Chocolate
Brownies, a package of large-size
marshmallows, and colored tooth-
picks into your picnic basket. At
mealtime, cut the brownies into
1-inch squares, spear with a tooth-
pick and pop a marshmallow on
top. The Brownie Kabobs will be
delicious and fun to eat, and they
fit right into the picnic theme.
Quick Shortcake: Bring along one
pound cake, fresh fruit and a can
of instant whipped cream (can-led
in the cooler) Slice the pound cake
and top with fruit and whipped
cream. Delectable servings of short-
cake are ready to please any pic-
nicker.
Pound Cake Toppings: Pound
cake is great served plain, but it
also deliciously adapts to many pic-
nic variations. Try spreading pound
cake slices with - jams, jellies, or
marmalade. Or pour butterscotch,
chocolate or fruit sauce on top,
along with chopped nuts or coco-
nut.
Picnic Birthday Cake: A Sera Lee
Chocolate Cake or Golden Cake
makes an easy to serve treat for a
birthday picnic. Decorate each
serving with a candle er other candy
birthday decorations. Or place a
"Happy Birthday" greeting and the
appropriate number of candles on
the whole cake before it is sliced.
'Safeguard Lanterns
Lamps and Japanese lanterns
lighten summer's night, but don't
let this limitation explode into a
fire. LePage's offers this precaution.
Apply plastic electrical tape around
all wire, with a special reinforce-
ment on those places joining plugs.
Don't wait for a rain storm to show
you that your wiring is frayed. That
will be too late.
Yip ... saw all pm
(My lam '•
hio Now Agit sot
ammo I. row WO




AS ADVERTISED IN THE FULTON NEWS THMISPAY, JULY 1, 1965
And that's a true statement from some one far-afields. In the photo above Mrs. Lil-
lian Cooke, (left) her father N. G. Cooke, Mrs. Fred (Hettie Fields) Paschal and Paul
Pickering take time out from visiting with kith and kin to pose for a News photo-
grapher. That's Mrs. Betty Hastings, behind Mrs. Cate, with face to camera. The
photos were made by Don Hancock, who is taking orders for other photos taken4t
the Fields reunion last Saturday. Mr. Hancock can be reached by calling 838-016:
Mrs. J. 0. Lewis can assist relatives in selecting the group photos. Other photos are




Oben, Dyer and Lake ocenties
Thursday id:W, at the Ameri-
can Legloa Ball at ReeMoot
Lake, heard a proposal
desiped to allow ileh to swim
hibe aid old SeelitOot thrash
the Spillway dibeh.
The SO to 15 persons pre-
sent are preparing to present
the same plan before the Ten-
nessee Coaservatke League,
which meets ia Nashville Sea-
days with the hope that 4119
league will endorse the pro-
posaL K this Is done, backers
of the plan feel they will have
a better chance of selling the
proposition to the Teasessee
Bane and nib Comatissioe.
Bert Newsom of illemphia, an
engineer for Allis and Bombs) of
Memphis, prepared a pion *doh
calls for the wastreetioa rah.
weirs (or looks) is the Spill-
way Midi whichiteleld allow
to swift beet logo the lake dar-
ing apawriesg 11Sca. itr. New-
som hes been Mktg at Kirk's
Camp at Oa lake, while working
is Benderson, and Wks request
of Kenneth Kirk, prepared the






SAT. NITS: "4 WOODS"
SUS Per Perlis
Homes with aluminum siding let
their owners enjoy summer fun like
vacations,. golf, picnics, and the
beach. This is because the home's
constant new look can be main-
tained by occasionally hosing it
down.
When ordinary surface dirt or
oily or sooty deposits settle on the
siding, use a mild soluble tablet or
mild liquid detergent and a garden
hose equipped with a long handle
car-washing brush.
When it is necessary to wash
aluminum siding, the mild liquid
detergents are suitable in concen-
trations recommended on their la-
bels for dishwashing or cleaning
woodwork.
When fine powdered detergents
are used to wash siding, an ounce
or two in a I2-quart bucket of
warm water is ample, according to
The Aluminum Association.
To avoid streaking when cleaning
your aluminum siding with a deter-
-gent, it is always advisable to begin
at the bottom of the house and
work up to the top. A final hose
rinse, even where the detergent
label does not call for it, is recom-
mended. This keeps the home's
aluminum siding finish looking alive
and vibrant.
To remove severe blemishes from
your aluminum siding first use one
of the regular mild detergents with
an ultra-fine nylon pad. For more
stubborn dirt spots, use a cleaner
with a fine abrasive.
For unusual dirt problems, con-
sult the manufacturer of your
aluminum siding. Above all, don't
resort to a harsh, abrasive detergent
or cleaner on the point finish of the
siding.
The Aluminum Aoseiciation sug-
gests that where deep scratches have
occurred, you should feather the
paint edges with fine sandpaper be-
fore applying a paint, recommended
for use on aluminum siding.
14-Ca. Ft. FRF:FZER STORES 120
POUNDS of FROZEN FOODS
"MP
Colorful . authentic . . well
made and a "buy." Settee and wing
chair have been harmoniously en-
sembled with end tables, • coffee
table, maitazine rash and two lamps.
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'
SCANS silop
AT riirET:• • •• • •• • • • • • • • •
10 LB. 13Aaw *
Nevim SAP Puikci4Asa
* *
• • • • •• • • • • • •• • • • • •
SUNSET GOLD 49i TissuE sup.. soFT 
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PEASAtitSRICAN seth.v•rtiV§if 1TH C/MaROTS '3 03 CAN••••••••••••••••••
GOOD HOPE
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SHOW 1110A-r SWEET _I.
MU STAR • 4.24.:z..1 1 F.t • • 39
'OLIVE
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14eim: 14 az . BorTLE 19c
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2 oz. JAR.
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..LETTUCE LARGE. HEAD
'FRANKS
VeP Hat JULY FoUtarti
04
REIM-fool! LB. 5 •••••••••••..•
BOLOGNA
• : • • • • • • • ••
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INSTE.4.14. LB. 89e FAmILYSTA L13. 
V
Emu's RoA, LB. scpc,••• • ••• •• •••••• ••• •••••• • •• •• •••••••••••••
STEAK44'--t- LB;.
•
• • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • •
cRuck RomesEE. 0 t44 RESt4GRO. A.
ILL4 LB.
Nb • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • •
CLUB•••••••••••••••••••89cSTEAW. LB. SWOU DE RQ°AST Le. S9` ROASTO• • •••• •••• BONELESS Rump LB.• •• • •49 • •• •• •• •••••S1RLOINTIP ROAST• • 
13.  .98c RIB ROAST5TAN DING.. LE3, ..19C BEEF 60NE LESS CUBE LB.••••••••••••••••••
DOZEN
4 *
Char I ston GI- e ti WATER M ELONS.E.A: Rik CABBAGE !4=GR°WN
* CANTALOUPES R•LARGE.S.Z.E•lrf ..89c *,L* 
TOMATOE FREsS Fm4c 4••••••.••••.. OOOOO H HomE • ••  GROvvNi Li3 2s5
69g
* * *
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OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY JULY 4 AND MONDAY JULYS
NIGGLY WIFIGGLY
(44g ettik 9 utteeq _7 emit&




co,41,1 .,,,CRACKERS tor 45c
PINEAPPLE JUICE 3.1.00Z.
Strawberry Preserves 55KRAFT'
Red.Pcium Preserves °sr /9ERAFT'





c't JELLY 3* $1.00









CANCOFfIE 6 °Z jAR 69c
FRATN0 COIZECKTAIL 4 $1.00STO
y.LlyCjp1INEAPPLE 3 * $1.00
SIZE CAN
Plfijou 303 SIZE lERVES le °71/4 5 lw 1 100MAR
NEW P  SIZE 
BEANS 8:$1.00
NtRpfigp BEANS 8*:$1.00
CUIROREENSE (Pacd.BEAN ei 49cMAXW
INSTANT COFFEE 7:$1.29
ICE CREAM




TO BE GIVEN AWA r ON THE
WONDER TREASURE HUNT
25 Thursday) (35 Friday)
/.
You Come ... You Could
Be The Lucky One. (40 Saturday)
•
DON'T FORGET YOUR NO. 3
QUALITY STAMP COUPONS
GOOD FOR 300 FREE QUALITY
STAMPS,
DRIVE BY OR GO IN AND VISIT
THE BRAUTUFUL REDEMPTION
CENTR ON MILES AVENUE IN
UNION CITY, TENNISNEE. YOU
CAN PICK UP YOUR GIFT RIGHT
AT THE STORE.. YES, QUALITY
STAMPS MAKE IT COIVENIENT
FOR YOU . . . AND IT TAKES






STOKELY'S PIMENTOS 7 °71/4 27BIGc
iT460180.`7'S PING 3-9.00
STOKE LY'S 46 
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 3:9.00
ASSORTED FLAVORS SWIFTS OR TURNER'S
3 *ff 99c ICE MILK 3vicwDzis $1.00
silACpur irlisTO CHEESE ri* 49c
Si lift 1411K GALLON 89c
51 
SKIN
tAfj MUTALL STARD 10c
PINK I ALMON 49c
EVIJ ' S TEA 1/2 La B°X 49c
.„
FROM OUR KITCHEN
PISEDA COTPEGGS 6'w 39c HAM SALAD
CHEESE SALAD '"19c COLD SLAW 11439c
BAKED HAM $1.49 FRUIT SALAD 1"L494

















































Now Is A Go4 
To Fill Your Prelaer.
"L 39c
TAT
en The Children Come In
'or A Quick Meal, Drop In A
g Of Frozen Potatoes...
It Only Takes A Fewrisinutss To Cook Thom.
LB.
BAG












































Net fit For Cookout
°wager mho co• dew* me a▪ pmenor. A hoe* owe is
roll of idea Ism mar mosiok.
Jen fames • lewd Wart to the▪ opfeer poem a eel owe
yew or de gad ofeezzlook
ell where Yaw lauld




OR pk, or comp* trip a
rank el ceased weft is the now
tamp cams ie Woe to hive. Theels ample** ol in mecoede,




IS OM IMPALA he*,
(wilesealle)
• 5ALA1t11111 (2) IN, hdesr
(sir awl prow)
111 PALCON 4.desr; 1-tramr
CHIVY II Neve Weiss
(UAW)
12 SALAXIS IN. 441aer
1111 CHOYDOLOT hawsle herti•
UPI Hid
IA POW Pearl's* INsobs;
°I.stmer
VP PORD *ALARMS (3)
IP CHIIIIROLIT knerele lard.
Imp. red
IP /ODD mien (4); I-eirwer









Tournament Winner To Play With Mcbols
Fred Lancaster, the 24-year old Murray College student who won the Fifth annual Ken-Tenn Golf tourna-ment at the Fulton Country Club this past week-end, is all smiles as he anticipates a round of golf with famed1964 PGA golf champion Bobby Nichols who will appear in Fulton during the Third International BananaFestival this year. Fred, whose home is in Mayfield, is shown here with Fulton Country Club president MaxMcDade, who extended the invitation to Lancaster to play with Nichols on September 29 in Fulton. Lancasteris the first of several area golf tournament winners who will be invited to play with Nichols in two nine-hole ex-hibition matches. Prior to the match Nichols will give a 30-minute "golf clinic." Tickets to the event maybe secured by writing Mr. McDade, Banana Festival he adquatrers in Fulton. — Photo 1.1 Margaret Hargrove.Many other local photoes in the Fulton News.
Unattractive Rows of Toes? Pedicure Pays Off!
Welliprooneed feet are • mit ior mood% heed lotion or leg men an onwse sick wrapped with cottongesaner andek. A waken A Wor your feet iecluding ths whs. *oohed in csick voirmor.prepoot Fret for nundminte eneweee work on"Er see aids Delon pellehits tee nods, wied
be mond ft Mei*.
oaf thew at tha same tine.
Aillsor _ asps to. feet yawl In* Yoe meta year ismer Macaw teem le ,eid arouni4esseelRe* by_ sweeiles son ow- rot aa arrala. Ismia, Mk bdP
beanies sunter mimeo this sari tie&
It's anise to begin in the brith woe rug or leer IN= geed beell wet, twe seetsaill iaidi
aid layers of Mews paps week Per Swim um
Sweatt wo MN w hit a amass. Smooth
Tim dip atpig gingham ips=011e to sewn ot 2with •maw eddle peters inn, iltr lity Ow He or emeryof the wk thy feet , iw shape wear. 
boa do eat . Wham the polar ho. Med, dint
will gbh *oat fen with and you'redean dhow Asa hunzx
herween the toes. and comfortMuma, haclitir cutick wct la 'et the
HEAR YE I
The seam electrical Marini aid
wee • base device bore then new
peeemewdey wee& tdooldes sew
It wow* weighed more then the
perms Wei it. According to the
Hoagies Aid laduetry Conference,
twines beneles aids an so tiny
Egibney cagrilre isoidod into eye-
frames, tin& kat° barrettes,
or tie chips, or even lit
ooraphooly into the oar!
TUNI-UP
Are you one of those people who
took a few amok Mem, in man
gone by and wish you hod con-
tinued. You will be mud to find
how mg it lets pick up your mimic
where you left eir . You can have a
good time doing it too, if you are
playing the Illanunond Organ. Tim
own is eery to Maw „te rIsel
will provide yes with a Maim of
phingere right in yew own Swiss
roam
CANNON AGENCY
1211 BROADWAY. rums, =TUC=
now 4794451
HOUSES FOR SALE
iaasesteisle — Newer 3 bedroom home - assume GI loan and pay-
ments e74.50 month.
Collingweed — Large lot with 2 bedroom house separate garage.
Forreddale — Liveable Brick home with finished ground level
basement
Vim Bisset —3 bedroom home with central heat in an excellent
location. This haute is priced to sell.
Water Valor — 2 apartment dwelling. Live in one and rent the
other.
Bain alma — Nice two bedroom -home recently redecorated.
Large nice lot
• Name* Bisset — Older home located close in. This cheap home is
worth the price.
LOTS AND COMMERCIAL
Orchard Drive — This wide residential street is being completed.
Let us show you these lots while choice is still yours.
Broadway — 85 feet commercial with home on it now. Contractor
will build for leases on Broadway.
FARMS FOR SALE
13t Acres — Obion County all tillable, nice small home. DitfPfbarn
and 2 other barns.
Si Acne —Hickman County Highway No. 51 - This is a conveLent
location for part time farming.
132 Acraii — Weakley County - really an improved farm in Welch
School community.
35 Acres — Obion County. East State Line Road. New brick house
and 2 acres lake.
311% Acne — Hickman County on blacktop road. Ideal home and
supplement your income.
is Aomee — Land only in Obion County.
1
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Precious Bath
In link .entattuT England, roaP
was so peeciom that Queen Eliza-
beth took a bath only owe a month,
Ann Whitfield, beauty comultant
for Dial soap, reports. Todag, the





• Quality Aces at discount prim
• Walk two het deep In comfort In a pair
of salevriced Aces from
urs FAMILY SHOE STONE
no Lake Street ran=
SPOCIAL HOTS TO PARENTS: Meet Haim he.. slew wee
grows their Beeler dwell New in. geed One in re.* them IP
dews they caw wear assoferiehly than fur InS dime end
41.1.11111.
NONE
ADMISSION: $1.N; Minn solor IL
Show starts at 740 pm
SPONSORED BY
Sidman Junior faaabor of Comma
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
EVERY $4 DRESS
Is sew NO stem
Sims for all. smart owrm
styles, fabrics .. huge array
ef prints and seed celend

























P. N. HIRSCIHI & CO.
" V! ICTees! 
....roiedrilll 111M4141%."1.1114 I
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S110eAtAmi, BUTTER 59c
SALTINE CRACKERS 45




.RoPozlum Preserves 4.1 /9c
APPLE JELLY 3900
BLACKBERRY JELLY 49c







IiiistOTCANCOF,F.fE 6 M JAR 69c
FRUIT COCKTAILsE I  4 hi $1.00
glyCEMADpolINSIZE WPLE 3 * $1.00
PIE CHERRIES 16 °Z * $1.00
NEW PORT BEANS 8:$1.00






DON'T FORGET YOUR NO. 3
QUALITY STAMP COUPONS
GOOD FOR 300 FREE QUALITY
STAMPS,
DRIVE BY OR GO IN AND VISIT
THE BEAUlIFUL REDEMPTION
CENTR ON MILES AVENUE IN
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE. YOU
CAN PICK UP YOUR GIFT RIGHT
AT THE STORE. YES, QUALITY
STAMPS MAKE IT CCOVINIENT
FOR YOU . . . AND IT TAKES





STOKELY'S PIMENTOS 7cez- 17c•
BIG 4807. SIZE CAN
' S PING 3-1.00
STOKELY'S IS OZ. CAN
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 3:$1.00
4:01ERLBUTTER 16 69c CHEESE LINKS ICE Mir vciu308:11:::$ rid
4 FLAVORS
CK1400. Is 3 'N 99c diNTTP O CHEESE II 49c
ur"ANDY.WILQ''' $11°1101111111,K GALLON 89c
100 FREE
BASKETS OF GROCERIES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY ON THE
WONDER TREASURE HUNT
25 Thursday) (35 Friday)
II
• You Come ... You Could
• Be The Lucky One.
(40 Saturday)
FROM OUR KITCHEN
DEVILED 6*39c HAM SALAD "L39c
'CHEESE tALAD 441 39' COLD SLAW "39c
BAKED HAM 6 $ 1.49 FRUIT SALAD 14 19c
CHICKEN SALAD "a 55c DIWIL44„..14,1tCw"a
CRANBERRY SALAD"39c














Now Is A Gooilfi'me
To Fill Your Freezer.
en The Children Come In
or A Quick Meal, Drop In A
Of Frozen Potatoes...
















Brs FROZEN 6 OZ. CAN
RANGE JUICE 5*$1.00





















































































ad AM Far Mut
Chador mks can always use ssilent pow. A heady ewetel of sioiiie Is posse took
jaw fawn • towel holes to thedeb aptiew poem a well atm
Ms.
er do iod elmo:Nrcnic
Oleowhet "11:1 itqueeirgrow forktrip* hite %ewes.
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Vorsatil• Cans
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sip op tans h nice se have. TheNs alp eoupietely cid in monde,leavien a moods
PAIRLANS 4-.sr
f4S8 NOW
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PALCON 4-door; 1.moler
'0 CHIVY II Novo Wow
(*AN)
II *ALARM NI 4.door
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Touxnamont 'Maim To Play With Nichols
Fred Lancsater, the 24-year old Murray College student who won the Fifth annual Ken-Tenn Golf tourna-ment at the Fulton Country Club this past week-end, is all smiles as he anticipates a round of golf with famed1964 PGA golf champion Bobby Nichols who will appear in Fulton during the Third International BananaFestival this year. Fred, whose home is in Mayfield, is shown here with Fulton Country Club president MaxMcDade, who extended the invitation to Lancaster to play with Nichols on September 29 in Fulton. LancasterIs the first of several area golf tournament winners who will be Invited to play with Nichols in two nine-hole ex-hibition matches. Prior to the match Nichols will give a 30-minute "golf clinic." Tickets to the event maybe secured by writing Mr. McDade, Banana Festival he adquatrers in Fulton. — Photo by Margaret Hargrove.Many other local photoes in the Fulton News.
Unattractive Rows of Toes? Pedicure Pays Off!
Well-peomed feet are • saust farnom" somids. A pedlars wallpretest het far alashowe closeoutand mow dim m the sone thee.
FISSNpS for Sete you'lllie pouf to
h's Gabfest to begin in the bathLi came water seisms skin and nails.Soto& nu.this tvida a cessuseic:kalohib you've itiai Ostsub. dry foot ,
irtustenalluLaisilitom.
smooth hood lobo or leg amens aa °mg° slick weeltfed with couoninto paw leo, imeholieg the soloi. soaked in cuakie regiever.
eer ma ea leer ass memo Wan palling on aids, windes pee lieleM -pm few Klearost times ha timil 1110111111d eachitalls. le* iriu egszeiredIng ent sew tokeepte=scarteir This vaLlimallreal lapis of wails Meansti=ct no of Soo low base cot, two ceasenen clip, azzatp o MUMa
afros. Sawa& Pt  
bad not Whsheew pelleit hes dried, dotaballegross will ode&
Cranymb herr reser ankle with I if a
.ur hoc winumeir4sha d you'remo
reedy ha the old comfort
HEAR YE I
The earliest electrical hosing aid
wee a hops deviat logo than many
present-4w conatik isierhito eets.
It moo* weighed snore than the
perms oho it. According to the




lsy ger molded into eye-
Whoa, palm. Muses, holt into harloses,or tie chip, or eves It
Metfintaf into the ear
TUNS-UP
Are you one of those people who
took a few inusie Lasts is years
gone by and wish you had con-
tinued. You will be MINNA to had
how ealIf it ill 61 pick up your oxalic
where you left off. You can have a
good time doing it too, if you an
playing the rfarannond Organ. The
organ is easy to lean to Mai oid
will peetride you with a *Woe of
phew* right in your owe *ring
MOM.
CANNON AGENCY
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Precious Bath
In . 16th century England, soap
was so precious that Queen Elisa-
beth took a bath only once a month,
Ann Whitiekt, beauty comultaat
for Dial soap, reports. Todag, the





* Quality shoes at discount prime
• Walk two feet deep la comfort la a pair
of sale-priced shoes from
BAYS MILT SHOE Si=
220 Lake Sheet Falba
SPOCIAL MOTO 'TO PAILINTS: Mast ehildress hove wow et*
groom *sir Rube shawl Now Is a wed Shoo to ria0 thaw
shoes they coo wow comfortably 'II the. far fall ohms and
*Abe.
1101111E IMO nu Ith
Sanger Field
COMM: $1.11; Oahu mak 12.
Show starts at 7:30
SPONSORED BY
alum Jailor Clisiaber of Comuseres
Forrestdale — Newiw $ bedroom home- assume GI loan and pay-
ments $7450 month.
Collagvreod — Large lot with 2 bedroom house separate garage.
Ferreddale — Liveable Brick home with finished ground level
basement
Vise Skeet —3 bedroom home with central heat in an excellent
location. This house is priced to sell.
Water Valley — 2 apartment dwelling. Live in one and rent the
other.
Sakes Shiest — Nice two bedroom home recently rexlecorated.
Large nice lot.
Norma Street — Older home located close in. This cheap home is
worth the price.
LOTS AND COMMERCIAL
Orchard Drive — This wide residential street is being completed.
Let us show you these lots while choice is still yours.
Betedway — 85 feet commercial with home on it now. Contractor
will build for leases on Broadway.
FARMS FOR SALE
132 Acres — Obion County all tillable, nice small home. Die, barn
and 2 other barns.
el Acres — Hickman County Highway No. 51 - This is a conveient
location for part time farming.
131 Acres — Weakley County - really an improved farm in Welch
School community.
25 Acres — Obion County. East State Line Road. New brick house
and 2 acres lake.
-31134 Acres — Hickman County on blacktop road. Ideal home and
supplement your income.
111 Acres — Land only in Obion County.
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
EVERY $4 DRESS
Is wow RIO STOCK,
Sims for all . . . smart new
styles, fabrics-1wpm array
ef prints and seed camel
S KIDDIES' 910XFORDS




























P. N. HIRSCH a CO.
ReemIrm, nowt TIM to TIN lIt0 to MO
AND AWAY IT G0251
Lynn Newton, one of Fulton's top-flight golfers fires away down number eight fairway in the last lap of
the championship flight on the Ken-Tenn golf tournament this past week-end. Among those enjoying the tee
off shots by the champs was Bobby Scates, (with dirk glasses-on) sitting at the foot of the giant shade tree on
number eight tee.—Photo by Margaret Hargrove. Many other local photos in the Fulton News.
 -r
Seed Cleaning
FESCUE • • • WHEAT
BAILEY . . . . RYE
MIMS
AC- Ails lild Soz
Phone 472-3751
TIRE SERVICE!
WWII Ix yew AM ea die wet
torT LOSE VALUABLE WMINS TIMEI
11111111111111111111011111.111.1.111111111111M
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come availab e to
crops much s oner
than lime of a c arse
grind.
Under the new reg-
ulation, ground arne-
s tone must bel fine
en 9 ugh so th4 not
les• than 80 per centalg
will pas a thro ha
-10 mesh sieve d 40
per cent through, a 60
mesh sieve.
The old regulation
required that at least
80 per cent pass
through a 10 Itnesh
sieve, with no Spec-
ifications given for a
second screening.
Studies by the








Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
BEGINNING ABOUT 8: pm Saturday night will be on. of the moot savoys&
ono of the most thrilling and lavish display of aerial women". pahistic *Mai&
colorful rockots and multicolored novelties over fired off in this WI&
FREE to all our friends. neighbors, former residents and *OWL
SPEND THE DAY—you'll find bang-up bargains in lb. atom of the
Hickman merchants who are putting on this lavish show for you. Toll
you like tho show; they'll approciato your commonts.
YOU CAN SEE the show from your air, or * on tho hanks and maids lb, die-
play. If your, not familiar with Hickman. Ind ask dIrodissm to NIAIIIrs
grocery and go through the opening In tin seawall tbare, 210=1116 di*
F/REWMI= DISPIar will direct you to the PORT OF •
University of Ken-
tucky and the Plant
Foods Council have
shown that much of
the lime being used
by many farmers Is
failing to give early
results. In fact, it
was shown that in
many cases, farmers
were failing to real-
ize crop benefits for




By using a finer
ground type of lime,
farmers may realize
better yields the first
year after making ap-
plications. Too,
specialists say lime
is basic to a program
of fertilization on
most any Kentucky




duce only a minimum
of good.









be to their advantage.
By applying lime
which will aid crops
during the first year
of application, they
should realize great-





such crops as alfalfa
by using lime that
comes available
more readily. All in
all, I think they will
now have a better
idea of what to expect
from their lime ap-
plications.




Board with the names















V. Ogle, and Donald
• i ae r s„;*1 of
Louisville; ,Ntif i 11 e
Galbraith. Frankfort;
Glendaits D. Groves,
She lbyvil le; T. J.
McBride, B rming -




* * 4 *
With this month
drawing to a close, I





ties. I hope we can
continue to realize
support and pro-





















A dalikanni ramekin" 11~4P
for a hot summer day is Lusarri
!nit Cershr. It's oak* pospind
h fikookviois 1 aphispees cors
1,110 or coolectionse? sopa in
taidupseaa Ihiblasees beadail her
an bean Add VS cup canned or
hoses fruit drink and top with a
scoop el sherbet
MOM IMP IMO OMB NM NMI MIMI NNW
Slop - Look - Lidod
POITIAIT I
SIMICIAL
11 x 14 MIST I.
ONLY 911d
PLUS 50c Nasallai asap. All two ems $ misilbs •
Onspe lila Poe Ilea Sims Peon 1
=ftglirbass• Sp del Pee Poses Two Pee Irsolly
11011111A Is Nies
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, MT t wad t
HOURS 10 A. It. is MO P. lit
Plzotographs By Thomism d







PLUS 3c TAX —TOTAL $1A
X HEWS - FILLED MVO
PLUS
THE NEWS - SHIWPElt
Offer Good For NEW and RENEWAL SIIINICNIMM
TEM OF IT A complete copy of the Fulton News,
plus the News-Shopper, both filled with all the news about the folks
you-know and advertising bargains galore.
FILL OUT COUPON BELOW ATTACH SIN —
YOU'LL GET THE NEWS NEXT W.
Fulton News ...News-Shopper Spodal
Enclosed Please Find $1.00 for C months.
Please.Send the Fulton County News to:
NAME 
(Rural route, 'street or PO Box)
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE 
Plisse Chock Ous NEW RENEWAL-
Mail To
Fulton County News. PO Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky
Offer Expires. July 10, 1965
(300 Size Can)
What a wonderful way to spend the holiday — with perfect Picnics
at the beach or in the woods . . . or barbecue banquets-Light in your
own backyard! A great idea? You bet it is! And E. W. JAMES 4 rim
great buys in foods for family fun feasts. You'll see some perfect picks
for picnics in this ad. You'll so* dozens more in our market. So come
on in and load up with everything you'll need for good eating over a
long weekend of FAMILY FUN DAYSIFREE PEPSI COLA THURSDAYA, FRIDAY78 SATURDAY
HOT 11(XiS Each
RED ... RIPE ... EXTRA SWEET
ge Fulton News Shopper July 1, 1965










SUNKIST (Lots Of Juice) A MUST FORA GOOD GLASS OF TEA. . . . 11111111111111111.11.1.111411441111111"1"11111111111111
E 1 ON '19$
S 
VAN CA.MP
idi) DERpsiNG Imt39c FISH 5=4.00
8PUOIN3f 04141siMS taist 1 •00 idNSTA
AXWELL 
I1T COFFEE 1141 1.29
BONDWARE 100 PER PKG.
ft . URGE SIZE PAPER PLATESoNLY89c REAriiiiiNUM FOIL
ITE 125 FEET
ngel Food Cakes 291EACHWAX FiliER 19 WICH BAGScuTRin 
PURNELL PRIDE U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED (WADE A
IR! WHOLE
010 SECONDS MD= IN
LB.
OUR FRYERS HAVE THE U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED GRADE A
TAG ON EACH PRYER.
PORIIATBEANS
54
Limit 4 Cans Please





CUT-UP FRYERS LB. 33e
li You Don't Find The Cut Of Meat You Want In Our Meat Counter,
Please Lek Our Meat Men To Cut What You Want. They Will Be
Glad To FM Your Order.
REELFOOT SMOKED
PICNICS












No Center Slices Removed




lb 49' SLICED BACON 11 63
PKGS.




BY THE SIDE 33c
REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE HEAVY CORN FED BEEF
SIRLOIN STEAK ik 89c
REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE HEAVY CORN FED BEEF
RIB STEAK lb 79
REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE HEAVY CORN FED BEEF
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Summer Fashion Tips
Fun-to-wear colon and the easy
look follow the young adult in this
summer's fashion sun. Shifts, skim-
mers, smocks, shirts or saasies are
all swinging scene-steakrs
But the color that's bright, the
look that's relaxed droops too often
by mid-vacation, just when it's most




TOR. Week involves semi-
skilled and specialized work
in thst operation of a water
leastenont plant and the read-
ing of water meters.
Preferred Qualification
Raquironownts:
Seem experience in mech.
finical repair and mainten-
ance work, and graduation
Irma high school. Minimum
age: 2S. $OM. aftwa AP-
PLY: City Manager, City
N.H. South Pullen, Tenn.
To stay on stage all summer with
, the look of fashion freshness takes
a bit of doing in between sunning,
swimming, and a part-time job, but
the extra effort pays off in extra
attention.
treat them before washing. Suntan
lotion, a dollop of mustard from
yesterday's picnic, or even make-up,
con leave unwelcome marks if not
properly pre-treated.
—Whether washing by hand or
machine, check water temperature,
washing action. Particularly impor-
tant for washing by hand is a
thorough rinsing.
—The finishing touch is putting
the fa:.hion look back in place with
Faultless spray-on starch. Either
spray and iron a portion at a time
(ideal for larger items and heavier
fabrics) or spray the article com-
pletely, roll up, then unroll and iron
(great for smaller articles and
lightweight fabrics). '
—Use a dry or steam iron, but
be sure to check the iron tempera-
ture setting for the type of fabric
first. Iron in long smooth strokes,
moving ironed surfaces away from
you to prevent wrinkling. Iron small
areas first, then larger ones. Navy
blues, blacks, and other dark colors
should be both spray-on starched
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antics oil 4,,, • "4-t`')./0
Golden Corn Chips, '
Flavors of ammo, —'"' -.....-. --
Corn Curb, Amt. ,' ,
. pizza, chasm A Garlic, , *





25 Footsi . 220
4 8 4
- Hot As A Firecracker
NAPKINS












5 - 10 - 25c STORE
14'1T-
RIDING TO THE GREENS
Getting some real "exercise," via the golf cart are Thayer Bruce left and Dr. Ward Bushart, who formed a part Iof the large gallery that followed the championship flight of the Ken-Tenn tournament at the Fulton CountryClub this past week-end. The bare-foot boy, "with shoes in hand," is John Reed. Others identified in the photo Iare Pat Nanney, a former tournament winner with his face away from the camera, right, and Johnny Henson gstanding to the right of young Reed—Photo by Margaret Hargrove. Other tournament photos in the 'Fulton INews.
MIN NM IINS =E NEI IN WIII NEI EMI MEE III ITroy Youth Cuts Record,
Appears On bOpry' Show
Jerry Vaughn, who not too
long ago used to amuse thepatrons at a Troy barber shopIsr strumming on a guitar and
mocking Elvis Presley, now atSit years of age feels he hasfinally broken into the countryand pop music fields.
A writer otperhaps 42 songs
°poet at *itch have not been
published) his "Big HandeceneMan record now has sold morethan 120,000 copies. The flipside of the platter is "Ism Un..
hIPPY."
Jerry is now under contractto %alla_Recording Artists oat
cir win.' and will *Wear onthe Grand Ole Opry this flatur-
(NY NEM. Over the past year
be has appeared on the °Prythree times and will appear IStimes over nest year.
Be is now traveling andplaying background piano forsuch Opry stars as Marty Rob-bins, Webb Piero*, Bobby 116.yards sed Sian Beaver.
41060 Oki graduation 4rom
Travail. School in 1961 hehas played in night clubs, tentshows and making radio and
JERRY VAUGHN
television appearances all over
the country. Miii the eon of
Mrs. FT1111C1/1 Vaughn and the
bite B. C. Vaughn of Troy.
Jerry was born in Fulton but
lived in Troy most of his life.
When he was about 12 be used
to earn wending money shining
shoes in the barber shop at
TM, wain' Mere, working
for the janitor at the school
and dater about anything else be
could to earn a dime.
While working in the bar-
ber shop with Dwight Coleman
and John Mosley, the barbers
there, be learned a few chords
on the guitar and later traded
his 'coon dog for an old guitar.
Later, however, he bought the
dog back with money he earned
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
by picking cotton. Once be had
the guitar be played at the bar-
ber *op every chalice he got.
Altar his irradiation he went
out on big own and ins been
playing and singing ever since,
with the exception of a few
months be was in the Army
and in construction work. He
was released from the Army
because of his poor eyesight.
A single man, Jerry is con-
vinced he can hit the top in
the country and P0P Mad and
Is out to make a name for him-
self in the field he loves so
well.
Steel-Wall Swims* Pool ji
I
'I
I IDOLLAR STORE Railroad Salvage
nultei
mu mu mai me ei IL "ff.
Plastic Linecil
• 6-Ft. Diameter
• 15 inches high
$8.
W. J. Bobbitt
Dies At Age 68
William James Babbitt of
Hickman, kg., logger for the
Hendee Bros. Co. at
Troy, died of a heart attack
Thursday afternoon at the home
of a brother, Hart Babbitt of
Route 4, Hickman. He was sa.
Mr. Babbitt was born in
thamphrtrys county, Tees., bet
bed lived in this area almost
SO years. He was a MOM.
Hoblint of
He leaves Mun,ons. 1=e1
Babbitt of Middies and Clary
Joe 'abb.*, will liat Armyin
Jame tireMbsr Welters Mark
Babbitt at and keeke
Babbitt of Hi and one











— LASTS 6 YEARS
— DRIES IN M MINUTES
— RESIST MUNE
— PENETRATES DEEPLY
— APPLY WITH BRUSH.
ROLLER OR SPRAY.
STOCK UP NOW AND
USE IT LATER.
AL110 2 Dollen Iteekees
Row Outside White $01.99
Per Beebe. at:
































noon at the home
Bart Bobbie of
DIM lie was GC

































For a quick, yet
&mart, ekes a Smog LT=
potted cake iato 4 laver:. Melt I
package semi-sweet chocolate bits
and mix in 1 cup dairy sour cream.
Speed this mixture between layers
and ces top aad sides of cake. Re-
frigerate the Chocolate-Cram Torte
several hours, then slice and serve
If you wish, top tech serving with
vsnilli ice cream.
PAINTING POINTER
SOMIt 1100100WOWS may like to
champ the cam et the aluminum
siding on their homes. You can
paint aluminum siding with either
conventional oil modified or acrylic
latex-type house palate, according
to The Aluminum Association. A
brush or spray paint equipment may
be used. For directions on good sur-
face preparation, follow the recom-
mendations of your paint supplier.
STORE WIDE
— now in progress!
is 33 14% off all mordiudis•
A kw ODDS sad ENDS a151% et non
sum aail Spericsais 201. 331.3% SPY
SIM SUITS AS LOW AS 
MIT COATS $11.11
(We have • wide eshistiew ef faits and
Spirt meta. Cease earlyt)
DRESS PANTS, WALKING SHORTS, SWIM
TRUNKS — al HATS. ROBES. JIFFY RAGS.
TIES and SHORTIE Pajamas   14 OFF
ALL SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS. Regular PA,
JAMAS and BELTS 23% orr
ALL Low; my:rem SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR.
SOCIal, JEWELRY, GIFTS, SHOES, HOUSE
SEM BILLFOLDS, AND mmanontoners
wain bud) 110% OFF
This is • CLEARANCE OF MERCHANDISE to
get reedy for Fall. and all of this merehamdse
is FIRST CLASS. FAMOUS NAME brands.
You will be AMAZED at the amount you
save. Come in and browse around.
9,14/4os°4 Weets.4 1ee41/8
"Ilse Were the seen who dress with Gene










One of the klighlights of Southern Bell's Dial Conversion Dinner last Saturday wasthe first Mien Distance Dialing call from Twin-Cities's Mayors Gilbert DeMyerand Rex Ruildle to International Banana Princess Rita Wilson. Shortly after themayors talked to her, she was given a cha ace to speak with her, parents, Mr. and(Mrs.
Curt Mathis, Mrs. Wilson, Mr. Wilson. and seated Mary Andorson, chief
 T. E. Wilms of Fulton. In the photo left to right are: Mayor Ruddle. Phone; 
operator for Eleuthera Bell.
A HEALTHFUL HINT
Wore Diving into Summ9r
Swimming can be a lot of fun
in Summer, for with all the heat
and humidity in the air, who can
resist the lure of a dive into cool
blue waters? But, before you take
that first refreshing dip, here is
something to remember—
The Hearing Aid Industry Con-
ference underlines the importance
of using correct diving form to me-
vent damage to the ear drum which
could lead to a hearing loss. They
also point out that swimming in
polluted waters can result in an in-
fection that could bring on a tem-
porary or permanent hearing loss,
and that ocean breakers hitting the
ear can also create bearing prob-
lens.
HA. Z. suggests that swimmers
bear theme facsi in mind and use
Autos Collide
Near Drive-lu
Two cars were damaged
about 11045 Friday might when
they collided oa the UaloaCity-
Fulton higbangr, is frost of
Tlay's Drive-In.
Union City polies said the
ears were a 19S3 Chrysler,
drives by Hayden W. Iran:her,
432 East Chan* street, and a
1957 Chevrolet, &Ina by Gary
Lyon Bromaislk ci Vag. The
Chrysler was prooeeding west
on the Mgliway while be Chao.
rout was palms out on the
highway from the drhos-la tea-
Os 
rob a
alryider was estimated at
NN. sad to the back sad of the
Chevrolet at NOR There were
as reported bdiales.
Two met were arrested on
Ralinad street at $:45 this
niendag re charges ot public
latoxicatioa. They regtatered
as L. A. Devasior and James
Thomas Bonder**, both of Mi-
los City.
Is $2897 IS THE BASE PRICE
every safety precaution, including
ear plup and/or bathing caps, and
that they bring any seemingly minor
hearing problems to the attention of
their medical ear specialist immedi-
ately.
Once a hearing loss has been de-
tected, it can be corrected or com-
pensated for through medical or
surgical treatment or the use of a
modern hearing aid. The first step,
getting a hearing test once a hear-
ing loss is suspected, is the urgent
action required to get the correction
underway.
For information about where you
may have your hearing tested, get
in touch with your-local hearing and
troth meter, your medical ear





. • Power Dist Br es
THESE ITEMS ARE STAktear IMIPMENT• Ad R
• 155-HP Torque Command "232" S. end *ear Foam
6 Cylinder Engine • Sal * Instrument
• Wh••I D Wrap Arousal Typo
• • Stainless Pool • Electric ClockRocker P0514.01, • Dual Sun Visors with Map Pocket
riona•r urown • Front seat sots
Windows • Hood insulation
• Solex Glass Rear Window—Even Tint






(go W. STATE LINE S. FULTON Ifl71•
•• • • • --•mmommus 208 LAKE STREET
NOW
ONLY
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Dies At Age 36
The Rev, Gerald Da.vid
Green, pastor of the First Bap-
tist Church in Hickman, died at
his home late Thuraday after tit
extended illness Re was 36.
Services were bold at 2
Sunday afternoon in the Hickman
church. Burial was be in City
Cemetery with Barrett Funeral
Home of Hickman in charge.
Born in St. Louis, Mo., the
Rev. Mr. Green had been
preaching for 18 years and had
been pastor of the Hickman
church for the past four years.
He leaves his wife Mrs.
Winnie Green; a daughter, Re-
becca Green; his son, David Ira
Green; his mother, Mrs. Emma
Clark Green of St. Louis, two
brothere, Donald D. Green and
Neil Green, both of at. Louis,












to be Oven away by
FULTON HARDWARE Ig 111111111111E CO.
Oa July 3rd.









Compare the firmness, comfort, value for
your money! Look at the features:
• Heavy woven stripe cover with geld lures
• Smooth, same* button-free sleeping surface
• Emissive eke Denis* end genies edges
• Sure neap keeps surface sew" firm
Never "sale-priced" but always
SEALY POSTUREPEDIC.
Designed in coopesation with leading orthopedic surgeons
to give you firm support. Wonderfully luxurious too, in your
choice of comfort: extra firm or gently firm. Try one!
er
twig its.
ststoliks Womiesee seam prise
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I LKMIS5 IDix‘E 'STALL CANS 39. TEA B
•••••••••••••••••••••• AG40•••••••• °°°°° .8c7 SALM° •••••••••••••••
PL4MOUTH
I 00 CT • BO X N'" '"BIRD 3 P. AT cA NS 41 01)
E -3 L. 2A&
• •• • • •••••••• • • •
.1950 coF E E mA3RT ANT 69c DR IN v e 400






WITPI $S°° pu gt
• • • • • • • •
TUNAs-TAIRKksl- 3cANs 89g VIENMAS"' 5 CAN S 11 00•••••••••• OOOOOOOO •••••••••••••ON Ntu irecik.CLAII::: swiFTisForTE I2cANS 4100•
BISCUITS
Netfurt+ 41 Sgt, puacHAse
* *
SUNSET cvoi_o
C 2 0 ROLL S




ARoo SLICED VANIT 4
Y • 3..* G ALIO N
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • lOg spA 6#i• m S.154r0 SCAOANT • • ow, 9A r •GpuLF.1 °or:113124p 452. rvitc... • ipor
:rw. pw.... 314NAN(' N 
BUTTER gm sruLgl. =If"' ene
SUNSET GOLD
OLEOA.LLSwee-r 4_ ILO. CPA's, +pp• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • •pRE sE Rv Es ,....20.,A,..s.7AAws. 39,• • • • • • • • • • • •
BEAN, SHOw.31:0AcTAWts;TH PoRK gpc SFAMEM R0,410:0. pEppEgMartow I oz. CAN
••••••••••••••••
SHotik1BOAT BLACK eNes
300 CANPEA 9 4:4•77cL•ik% •stc RA.°N.Ts.=:::. 1 01 MICA RON/. • .7.7z.c. •P°24 • • • /Or PEA g • •••••••• ••• •••••••vio6pETABLEsioARno.:„.:•:3v,CTA:piji"pmeNro, 5 ox. Il y. • • /or BEA N BUSH itiOme-li -300 CAN
111/NE PEA 49.v.13.•60:c•Gtet4.7. • for eAlet Allk:v..°: • 6.1:7 4. • • or WENNA 46' .47a..°D. • • .4.45:-..C.A.N. • for
LEMONADE s...1,...e:c........ lop ma. BUTTER ,3.)g-r ikift: "lop PICKLE A,1,..1,.....N1ZWIRET ••••39e/
D
••••• • • • • • • • • • •
%WICK 6- 6 62.CANS *M• PICKLE °II-LS• • • • • • ••••••••• • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • •Qvaet4 BIG 9402...lie.R.FROST4 ACRE
'S AMERIC/kti 1,4A140IIBUIte SR 39, ouv Es sTu„..
: Or. • y . • 
"I 
.









00s-21/2cAms * Fixt4" 5-363 CANS L
* * *
PI NEAppLE.114,140 4- 20 02. 401) ouyEs
I 
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FRANKS IZEnt.cooT LB.•••••••••••.. • 591C1-1EESE Hoop S91 'LIVER SLACED BEEF. LB. sBOLOGNAOLO FAS1410,4
0.1vPilip‘STI4Le••••••••• I-5.29g LIVER zuceo PORK ". 291 FAT BAc KT2-1:4c::-. • .1--n 234• • . •••••••••••••••
219. Gedied Nahum gal...gave
SIRLOIN L• • • • • • • • • O In; • • •89e FA M 11.Y.ST.• • K .• • • • • 59C EINGLISHRoAsT LB.STE.AK
CHOC K.r6••i1.1''t •• ••• 49`•••••••••••••••• ••••• • 
CLUB STE A 11. LB.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ROAST LaSIPIOULDER•••••••••••S9c ROASTBON ELE SS RUMP LB.•••••••••• OOOOO •••
SIRLOIN
piggly Wiggly
TIP ROAST LB. .98 RIB RoAspTANDING.. LE3,. :19C BEE SONE Less CuBE•••••••••••• OO
Sat 71.14 3








Charlston Grey WATER MELONS.E./: 89t*CABBAGE.••••••••• OOO14oms GiaowN
C A N TA LOUPES OO rfn • • 89c
LETTUCE LARGE HE.,4=6.0
TOM ATO E S FA"c4••••••••FnEos•H HomE GROWN Lis.29OOO 
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY JULY 4 AND MONDAY JULY 5
1
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SIMIZTENIN
efAta BUTTER B= 59c
GOLD INN tar 45c
PRIEAPILE JUICE 3.1.00
Strawberry Preserves 55JCBAFc
Red PozIum Preserves 1.1 /9IAFc















!FiGito4METCANCOFfSE 6 °Z. 'TAR 69'
RAT.. COCKTAILIZEA  4 ki 1 SOO
SLICED 3eIN
SIZE 
fApPLE 3 bi $1.00
PIE 
LOU
gtfERIOES 16 M 5 iw $1.00
MAR
?cyrrTyllfN BEANS 8:1.00
ppff kRIAINAti BEANS 8:$1.00









TO BE GIVEN AWAY ON THE
WONDER TREASURE HUNT
25 Thursday) (35 Friday)
You Corn.... You Could
Bo The Lucky One.
(40 Saturday)
.N..• AA,
DON'T FORGET YOUR NO. 3
QUALITY STAMP COUPONS
000D FOR 300 FREE QUALITY
STAMPS,
DRIVE BY OR 00 124 AND VISIT
THE BEAUTIFUL REDEMPTION
CENTR ON MILES AVENUE IN
UNEN CITY, TENNEIMEE. YOU
CAN PICK UP YOUR OUTRIGHT
AT THE STORE. YES, QUALITY
STAMPS MAXI IT CONVENIENT
P'OR YOU . . . AND IT TAKES
ONLY 1200 STAMPS TO nix
A BOOK.
th
STOKELY'S PIMENTOS 70z- 17'
ilbidELIC 'S PING 3.9.00
STOKE LY'S 46 OZ,
IT JUICE 3:$1.00
ASSORTED FLAVORS swarm oR TURNERS
• 69' 4CIAIRSE LINKS 3 ta 99c ICE MILK 31/2cAuces 1.00






EWJ'S TEA 1/2 LB EWMC 49c
•••
  FROM OUR KITCHEN
DEVILED EGGS 6 39c HAM SALAD
PINEAPPLE 
AE
CHEESE tALAD 39' COLD SLAW '`'L 39'
BAKED HAM 6. $ 1.49 FRUIT SALAD *ft-49'




















Now Is A GOA'.
To Fill Your Freezer.
en The Children Come In
or A Quick Meal, Drop In A
ag Of Frozen Potatoes









NO. 2'h $10 0
SIZE
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silme peuest. 
Oustiam awls aristeeve me a
A ewe is a
roll of ails laym piper meek
Nee hum. mod boat so the
ea e:szer emeep. a well aim
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Tournament Winner To Play With Nichols
Fred Lancaster, the 24-year old Murray College student who won the Fifth annual Ken-Tenn Golf tourna-
ment at the Fulton Country Club this past week-end, is all smiles as he anticipates a round of golf with famed
1964 PGA golf champion Bobby Nichols who will appear in Fulton during the Third International Banana
Festival this year. Fred, whose home is in Mayfield, is shown here with Fulton Country Club president Max
McDade, who extended the invitation to Lancaster to play with Nichols on September 29 in Fulton. Lancaster
is the first of several area golf tournament winners who will be invited to play with Nichols in two nine-hole ex-
hibition matches. Prior to the match Nichols will give a 30-minute "golf clinic." Tickets to the event may
be secured by writing Mr. McDade, Banana Festival he adquatrers in Fulton. — Photo by Margaret Hargrove.
Many other local photoes in the Fulton News.
Unattractive Rows of Toes? Pedicure Pays Off!
Wen-groomed feet we • must Ice
isomer swedels. A pedicure will
prepese feet fat reatinemt exposure
Mut warm tims es the tame time.
r-ollow dime _ sign for hat youll
be proud to display.
Ws eriest so besis in the both
become mom low* sitie ma se&
Samoa mu. Ma lab o commie
mow while you're in the M Out
of the ea dry Seat ,
rheibis time ohm nun
hrtween the toes. 1 
=
'mouth hand lotion or lap anew
into your feet, including the soiet.
Next, with cm your see nails
much es you wank your finger
nails. Begin Isiazrogaillas out sev-
eral layers of paper towels
tiLLresect rug or floor ham spilledThom clip ails sit
acme. Smoothitudakpe with a
y
imp *wiz& win tisk
tie at ma les owees.an not
Care-
Zrallapush *riot your cuticle with
HEAR YEI
The earliest eiectrical Marin aid
was a huge device Mawr them many
peeentdieg console adevision sets.
It agesally weighed more than the
wean miag it. According to the
Hearin Aid Industry Conference,
radar's bearing aids are so tiny
that they can Joe melded into "'e-
V* frames, built km berrettes,
brooches or tie chaps, es emu It
completely into the ear!
TUNE-UP
Are you one of three people who
tea a low oemic Weems in years
gone by ais4 via you had con-
tinued. Yee 1,01 be esemell so Ind
bow ear, it is to pick up your music
where you left off. You can have a
good time doing it too, if you axe
playing the Hammond Organ.,Thg,
oegan is easy to hue „to gint ggit
will provide you with • I_ - of
pleasure right in yens own living
TOOM.
CANNON AGENCY
121 BROADWAY. FULTON. EZIFTUCKY
Phase: 4794651
HOUSES FOR SALE
Forraddale — Newer 3 bedroom home - assume GI loan and pay-
ments $74.50 month.
Collingwood Large lot with 2 bedroom home separate garage.
Porraddals — Liveable Brick home with finished ground level
basement.
Vina Strad —3 bedroom home with central heat in an excellent
location. This house is priced to sell.
Water Valisy — 2 apartment dwelling. Live in one and rent the
other.
Batas Street — Nice two bedroom home recently redecorated.
Large nice lot.
• Norman Street — Older home located close in. This cheap home is
worth the price.
LOTS AND COMMERCIAL
Orchard Drive — This wide residential street is being completed.
Let us show you these lots while choice is still yours.
Broadway —85 feet commercial with home on it now. Contractor
will build for leases on Broadway.
FARMS FOR SALE
132 Acres — Obion County all tillable, nice small home.
and 2 other barns.
Ill Acres — Hickman County Highway No. 51 - This is a con lent
location for part time farming.
132 Acres — Weakley County - really an improved farm in Welch
School community.
/5 Acres — Obion County. East State Line Road. New brick house
and 2 acres lake.
314 Acres — Hickman County on blacktop road. Ideal home and
supplement your income.
11 Acres — Land only in Obion County.
::orange stick mopped with cottonaked in cuddle rentawer.
Before pallehing see nods, wind
Kleenex dews in end .areend each
toe to sigsmie du* help
keep path hem j
hem ant, two cowl
ter Oat
pea:me.
When the Judith has MA dna
your Smut 
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Precious Bath
July 1, 1965
In 16th cantury England, soap
was so precious that Queen Dim-
beth took a bath only once a month,
Ann %%lad& beauty ammihurt
kw Did mop, reports. Toga& the





• Quality shoes at discount prices
• Walk two fast deep in comfort in a pair
of gala-priced shoos from
BAT'S FAMILY SHOE MU
220 Lake Sirsat Fulton
SPECIAL NOTE TO PARENTS: Most ddldram Mow raw me
frOwn their Eastor stead Now Is a oat Moo to rwIll Mom ht




ADMISSION: MR Milan odor 1,2,
Elamw thuds at UND rEE
SPONSORED BY
Mob= Junior anunhor of Comoros
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
x
EVERY $4 DRESS
I. ear MO STOCK,
Sizes far all . . . smart new
styles, fabrics .. huge array
ef prints and 886d milord
KIDDIES' "'OXFORDS
















P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
,d00"....70201.07111111114241.16....1
mx
AND AWAY IT GOES
Lynn Newton, one of Fulton's top-flight golfers fires away down number eight fairway in the last lap of
the championship flight on the Ken-Tenn golf tournament this past week-end. Among those enjoying the tee-
off shots by the champs was Bobby Scates, (with di—rit glasses-on) sitting at the foot of the giant shade tree on
number eight tee.—Photo by Margaret Hargrove. Many other local photos in the Fulton News.
t.)s THE — f-- t<
TIRE SERVICE!




standards for ag r i-
cultural lime stone.






farmer, s, as finer
Sire kalif.* ill b e -
comeavailab‘e to
crops much sooner
thanlime of a coarse
grind.
Under the new reg-
ulation, groundlime-
s tone must be fine
enough so thai not
less than 80 per cent
will pass thro gh a--,0 mesh sieve alid 49
per cent through a 60
mesh sieve.
The old regulstion
required that at Ieast
80 per cent pass
through a 10 Ilesh
sieve, with no Spec-






Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
BEGINNING ABOUT 8: pm Saturday night will be one of tho most gosisons.
one of the most thrilling and lavish display of aerial wonders, patriotic devices.
colorful rockets and multi-colored ncrvolties ever fired off in this arse.
FREE to all our friends, neighbors, former residents and visitors.
SPEND THE DAY—you'll find bang-up bargains in the storm of the =
Hickman s:chants who are putting on this lavish show for you. Tell 
thinn if
you like the show: they'll appreciate your comments.
YOU CAN SEE the show from your car. or sit on the banks and watch ths dis-
play. If your* not familiar with Hickman. just ask directions to McIbilrs
grocery and go through the opening in the naval/ this*. Signs =tie the
FIREWORICS DISPLINIt will direct you to the PORT OF HI
University of Ken-
tucky and the Plant
Foods Council have
shown that much of
the lime being used
by many farmers is
failing to give early
results. In fact, it
was shown that in
many cases, farmers
were failing to real-
ize crop benefits for




By using a finer
ground type of lime,
farmers may realize
better yields the first
year after making ap-
plications. Too,
specialists say lime
is basic to a program
of fertilization on
most any Kentucky




duce only a minimum
of good.









be to their advantage.
By applying lime
which will aid crops
during the first year
of application, they
should realize great-
er results from their




such crops as alfalfa
by using lime that
comes available
more readily. All in
all, I think they will
nowhave a better
idea of what to expect
from their lime ap-
plications.




Board with the names














V. Ogle, and Donald
Reiners,,--411 of









* * 4 *
With this month
drawing to a close, I





ties. I hope we can
continue to realize
support and pro-
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must have a con-
tinuing advertis-
ing program.
PLUS Mk Sandhog Chsa. An =re $ ismins
oil.  1p.1 Per AMR Two Per Peolly
THURSDAY and FR/DAY. JULY and•
HOURS 10 A. M. is MO P. M.





PINS 3c TAX — TOTAL $1.11
X NEWS - FILLED MRS
FLU
THE NEWS - SHOPPER
A complete copy of the Fulton News,
Fulton News .. News-Shopper Special
Enclosed Please Find $1.00 for 6 months.
Please-Send the Fulton County News to:
(Rural route, 'street or PO Box)
CITY. STATE 
Plisse Mock One NEW RENEWAL-
Mail To
Fulton County News ... PO Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky















What a wonderful way to spend the holiday — with perfect picnics
at the beach or in the woods . . . or barbecue banquitts-zight in tiour
own backyard! A great idea? You bet it isl And E. W. JAMES & ace
great buys in foods for family fun feasts. You'll see some perfect pkks
for picnics in this ad. You'll see dozens more in our market. So come
on in and load up with everything you'll need for good sating over a










RED ... RIPE ... EXTRA SWEET DON'T JUST BUY ONE... BUT SEVERAL.
7 Fulton News Shopper July 1, 1985
ATERME1.011
WEST TENNESSEE GROWN




DOZEN 39c 1/2 /LB.
SUNKIST (Lots Of Juice) A MUST FOR A GOOD GLASS OF TEA.... 111111111111.11111111114111111111111.11111111"
DOZEN
SALAD BOWL
SALAD DERESSING 39c 11 601:41 FISH 5:51300
STOKELY'S 303  CAN 16 
PURPLE 
OZ.




BOND WARE 100 PER PKG. REYNOLDS WRAP 
25 FOOT
• !AP ERrrE12511•TATES°N19c ALUMINUM FOIL 13°X 29c
Angel Food Cakes 29!A PAPER 19 WICH BAGS TRITE 29'
O4OCCII6MflrflOso
LARGE SIZE




OUR PRYERS HAVE THE U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED GRADE A
TAG ON EACH PRYER.
PORIiATBEINS
(300 Size Can)5t
Limit 4 Cons Please
With An Additional $1.00
Purchase.
CUT-UP FRYERS LB. 33e
I
You Don't Find 'Me Cut Of Meat You West In Our Meat Counter,
Please ASk Our Meat Men To Cut What You Want. They Will Be
Glad To Fill Your Order.
REELFOOT SMOKED
PICNICS









No Center Slices Removed




k 49' SLICED BACON 6- 63c
12 OZ. PKGS. 
39c REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE HEAVY CORN FED BEEF
ROUND STEAK a.
MUTTON FOR BARBECUING
REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE HEAVY CORN FED BEEF
FORE QUARTER k 291 SIRLOIN STEAK k 89c
REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE HEAVY CORN FED BEEF
HIND QUARTER th. 35c RIB STEAK k 79c
BY THE SIDE 33c 
REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE HEAVY CORN FED BEEF
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Summer Fashion Tips
Fun-to-wear co/ars old the easy
in follow the young adult in this
summer's fashion sun. Shifts, skim-
mers, smocks, shirts or sosaies are
all swinging scene-stealers.
Hut the color that's bright, the
look that's relaxed droops too often
by mid-vacation, just when it's most
important for a girl to be in the
sPodight•
WATER PLANT OPERA-
TOR. Work involves semi-
skilled and specialised work
in the operation of a water
treatment plant and the read-
ing of water meters.
Preferred Qualification
. Requirements:
Sense experience in mech-
anical repair and mainten-
ance wort, and graduation
from high school. Minimum
see: 5. Salary, open. AP-
PLY: City Manager, City
Hall, South Puttee, Tenn.
To stay on stage all summer with
, the look of fashion freshness takes
a bit of doing in between sunning,
swimming, and a part-time job, but
the extra effort pays off in extra
attention.
treat them before %oohing. Suntan
lotion, a dollop of mustard front
yesterday's picnic, or even make-up
can leave unwelcome marks if not
properly pre-treated.
—Whether, washing by hand or
Machine, check water temperature,
washing action. Particularly impor-
tant for washing by hand is a
thorough rinsing.
—The finishing touch is putting
the far.bion look back in place with
Faultless spray-on starch. Either
spray and iron a portion at a time
(ideal for larger items and heavier
fabrics) or spray the article com-
pletely, roll up, then unroll and iron
(great for smaller articles and
lightweight fabrics).
—Use a dry or steam iron, but
be sure to check the iron tempera-
ture setting for the type of fabric
first. Iron in long smooth strokes,
moving ironed surfaces away from
you to prevent wrinkling. Iron small
areas first, then larger ones. Navy
blues, blacks, and other dark colors
should be both spray-on starched
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TVlO , NHY1...?"
SNACKS,...
Choice of '4 /4- .'-. ,
Golden Corn Chips, r.',-74t „- -.-tP .-v .IF Corn Curls, Ant ' i' : it27 Flowers of
LA. Flak Onion & Garlic, to
Rog. 390 as acKon & Choose IV^Ji• CIA
Ballow
FOIL,220

















100 CT. PAPER PLATES





5- 10 - 25c STORE
RIDING TO THE GREENS
Getting some real "exercise," via the golf cart are Thayer Bruce left and Dr. Ward Bushart, who formed a part
of the large gallery that followed the championship flight of the Ken-Tenn tournament at the Fulton Country
Club this past week-end. The bare-foot boy, "with shoes in hand," is John Reed. Others identified in the photo
are Pat Nanney, a former tournament winner with his face away from the camera, right, and Johnny Henson
standing to the right of young Reed.—Photo by MargareCHargrove. Other tournament photos in the 'Fulton
News.
Jerry Vaughn, who not too
long ago used to amuse the
patrons of a Troy barber shop
by strumming on a guitar and
mocking Elvis Presley, now at
12 years of age feels be has
finally broken into the country
and Pali music fields.
A writer of perhaps 42 songs
(most of which have not been
published) his "Big iilladooms
Man" record now has sold more
than 120,000 copies. The flip
side of the platter is "Pm Un-
liaPPY-n
Jerry is now alder contract
to Qtalla Recording Artists out
of Nashville and will appear on
the Grand Ole OForr this Bihar-
day night. Over the past year
be has appeared on the try
three times and will appear 26
times over next year.
He is now traveling and
playing background piano for
such Opry stars as Marty Rob-
bins, Webb Pierce, Bobby Ed.
wards and Stan Beaver.
Since his graduation from
4: Troy High School in 1961' he
has played in night clubs, tent
snows and making radio and
television appearances all over
the country. He is the eon of
Mrs. Francis Vaughn and the
late B. C. Vaughn of Troy.
Jerry was born in Fulton but
lived in Troy most of his life.
When he was about 12 he used
to earn spending money shining
oboes in the barber shop at
Troy, selling papers, working
for the janitor at the school
and doing about anything else he
could to earn a dime.
While working in the bar-
ber shop with Dwight Coleman
and John Mosley, the barbers
there, be leanted a few chords
on the guitar and later treded
his 'coon dog for an old guitar.
Later, however, he bought the
dog back with money he earned
by picking cotton. Once be had
the guitar he played at the bar-
ber de" every chance he got.
Ansi his graduation be went
out on his own and has been
playing and singing ever since,
with the exception of a few
months be was in the Army
and in coostruction work. Ile
was releued from the Army
because of hie Poor eyesight,
A single man, Jerry is con-
vinced he can hit the top in
the country and pop field and
Is out to make a name for him-
self in the field he loves so
well.
• 6-FL Diameter






Dies At Age 68
William James Hobbit at
giare••• Ky., logger for the
Hanle, Bros. Sawmill Co. at
Troy, wed of a heart attack
Thursday afternoon at theism*
of • brother, Bart Hobbit of
Route 4, Hickman. He was ea,
Mr. Babbitt was born in
Humphreys county, Teas., bet
had lived in this area almogt
60 years. He was a Baptist.
He leaves three sans.=
Hobbit of Hicimmn,.
Hobbit of hUchigan and Cary
Joe Babbitt, with the Army in
Japan; two other brothers, Mark
Hobble of Memphis and Meeks
Babbitt of Hickman, and one
sister, Miss Sybil Hobbit of
Memphis.
em WM UM










1 — LASTS 6 
YEARS• 
 1
.DRIBS IN 36 ININUTIIS
— RESIST POOLING
• — PENETRATES DEEPLY
- APPLY WITH BRUINS,
• ROLLER OR SPRAY.
STOCK UP NOW AND I
USE IT LATER.
I
AL 2 Salsa lockers
Row Outside While $LR I
Per Sudo. aft
Railroad Salvage
































































For a quick, yet taste-pleasing
dweart, 'lige a Sara Lee Abutter
pound cake into 4 layers. Melt I
package semi-sweet chocolate bits
sod sit in I cup dairy sour cream
%mei this mixture between layers
sad on lag and Ades of cake. Ite-
frigenstst the Choeolate-Crehm Torte
several hours, then slice and serve
If you wish, top each serving with
vanilla ice cream.
PAINTING POINTER
Some homeowners may like to
change the color of the aluminum
siding on their homes. You can
paint aluminum siding with either
c,onveatEinal oil medlied or acrylic
leam-type hems *um, according
le The Aluminium Ammintion. A
bins* or spay paint equipment may
be used. For directions on good sur-
face preparation, follow the reC001-
mendationa at your paint supplier.
STORE WIDE
owe
—now in progress! —
21 Is 33 14% elf n all monlimmllse
A few ODDS sad ENDS at 51% or son off
SUITS aid Spericsab 201. 331.3% SIT
SUM SUITS AS LOW AS $11.15
ROST COATS $11.11
(We hove a wide selselises of Suits mud
Sport sesta Cense earl)
DRESS PANTS. WALKING SHORTS, SWIM
TRUNKS — aR HATS. BORER. JIFFY BAG&
TIES and SHORTIE Pajamas  I-3 OFF
ALL SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS, Regular PA.
JAMAS and BELTS 23% OFF
ALL LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS. UNDERWEAR.
SOCKS. JEWELRY, cans. SHWA BMW
SHOES. BILLFOLD& AND HANDKERCHIEFS
(No excise taxi) 20% OFF
This is a CLEARANCE OF MERCHANDISE to
get reek for Fall. and all of this merchandise
is FIRST CLASS. FAMOUS NAME brands.
You will be AMAZED at the amount you can
save. Come in and browse around.
....----z..m...aidwiehoor erlirt*r"
Otalsam's ?Itdms'a Wave
The dere ter men whit dress with rare
210 Main Street Fulton
Reno There!
One of theidghlights of Southern Hell's Dial Conversion Dinner last Saturday was
the first Meet Distance Dialing call from Twin-Cilia:is Mayors Gilbert DeMyer
and Rex Ruddle to International Banana Princess Rita Wilson. Shortly after the
mayors talked to her, she was given a cha ace to speak with her, parents. Mr. and
1 Mrs.T. E. Wilson of Fulton. In the photo left to right are: Mayor Ruddle, Phone Maager Curt Mathis, Mrs. Wilson. Mr. Wilson. and seated Mary Anderson, chief
operator for Southern &AL
-1
A HEALTHFUL HINT
Soforo Diving into Summor
Swimming can be a lot of fun
in Summer, for with all the heat
and humidity in the air, who can
resist the lure of a dive into cool
blue waters? But, before you take
that first refreshing dip, here is
something to remember—
The Hearing Aid Industry Con-
ference underlines the importance
of using correct diving form to pre-
vent damage to the ear drum which
could lead to a hearing loss. They
also point out that swimming in
polluted waters can result in an in-
fectious that could bring on a tem-
porary or permanent hearing loss,
and that ocean breakers hitting the
ear can also create bearing prob-
leans.
H.A.I.C. suggests that swimmers
bear these farm in mind and use
Autos Collide
Near Drive-In
Two cars were dansapd
about 11146 Friday night when
they collided on the UntonCity-
Felton highway, in frost at
my. Drive-1n.
Mika City police said the
ears were a 1963 Chrysler,
driven by Hayden W. Karcher,
433 Bast Church street, and a
1999 CisevrakS, drhssa by Gary
Lynn Braswell of Shaw The
Chrysler was proceeding west
on the highway while the Chao-
raise was palling out on the
highway from the drive-la roe-
theChrysler was estimated at
$100,.l to the back sad at the
Chevrolet at Woo. There were
no reported injuries.
Two men were arrested on
Railroad street at 1145 this
morning on charges at public
isamdcatica. The, registered
as L. A. Devasier and James
kallammecur.Boodurent, both ot Un-
every safety precaution, including
ear plugs and/or bathing caps, and
that they bring any seemingly minor
hearing problems to the attention of
their medical ear specialist immedi-
ately.
Once a hearing loos has been de-
tected, it can be corrected or com-
pensated for through medical or
surgical treatment or the use of a
modern hearing aid. The first step,
getting a hearing test once a hear-
ing loss is suspected, is the urgent
action required to get the correction
underway.
For information about where you
may have your hearing tested, get
in touch with your local hearing and
speech center, your medical ear















$2897 IS THE BASE PRICE( 
THESE ITEMS ARE STAN_DARD E221PMENT. • Power Disc Otes • Indiviity Adi
• 155-HP Torque Command "232" Se and Isar Foictin:oLd
6 Cylinder Engine • Saf Instrument Panel —
• Wheel Discs Wrap Around Type
• e - n shed Stainless Peel • Electric Clockk
4S 4001 .` Rocker Panel, • Dual Sun Visors with Map PocketsiFend•rCrown • Front Seat Belts
T • 0 de Windows • Hood knulation
• Solex Glass Rear Window—Even Tint
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Dies At Age 36
The Rev. Gerald David
Gress, pastor at the First Bap-
tist Church is Ulckman, died at
his home late Tharaday 'Reran
extended Masse lie was 34.
Services. were held at 2
Sunday site moon in the Hickman
church. Burial was be in City
Cemetery with Barrett Funeral
Home of Hickman in charge.
Born in St. Louis, Mo., the
Rev. Mr. Green had been
preaching for 18 years and had
been pastor of the Hickman
church for the past four years.
He leaves his wife, Mrs.
Winnie Green; a daughter, Re-
becca Green; his son, David Ira
Green; his mother, Mrs. Emma
Clark Green of fit. Louie, two
brothers, Dcmald D. Green and
Neil Green, both at St. Louie,












to ho givin away bynun HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
On July 3n1.









Compare the firmness, comfort, value for
your money! Look at the features:
• 14•avy wile strips cover with geld lures
• Sawa, some button-fro sleeping surface
• Exelusiva Edge Cards* and tau*, edges
• Duro-now Imps mins seasetk, firm ,
Never "sale-priced" but always th
SEALY POSTUREPEDIC"
Designed in cooperation with leading orthopedic surgeons
to give you firm support. Wonderfully luxurious too, in your





flunkies lemmiellea nee pries
FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
208 LAKE nu=
0* • • •
W. STATE LINE S. FULTON 4711-2271 PHONE 472-1101











%tag mr/OVE • 111" STORES
13k vikLu FOOD sroRejs
You ONE STOP SUPER mAgicer
• LOW0u1 PRICES CVERY DAY. APS
•FRIENDY•couRTEous seRvicE•
•VALu PLUS sirAmPf• FINE QUALITY













C vrup FaveRS. TAAy 'PAK atre • crw jy,er-z 94'7 4 0. 99r.poRK srE AK, 4. Sc miwurE XrEA KT /6.//9. comers 4- g4t
airwxrSWIFT
PREMI• • FuLLy cooteeD. 3 lbS. 429.
CANNED PI co•ax$ 3 as. tOg PORK LWER •SLiCED. • 00. 29g.
LUNCHEON tEATS..e.iptaAF. LIU ERatc-ESE. Vice) LMF. 3 &Pi lir
PEG r smoar ki N. As • Alec.= I.' vex' .1 k /ce:40 40- 
390
1361-0aPtiA dar14.9iftscatt -/?W -kepi, itte:E4 Mow 464-5.0
CANNED HAMS
CAKE MIX 
LEMON, DE . HYDE PARA .25GALLoN
ALCOA WRAP iiiiZ4bit 9‘
SALAD DRESSING setPt:LTP=.1 9
C HARCOAL --to .59
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• C. 1/41 poly,
IsCe.car- /00 44 jr44ff
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